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ABSTRACT

The operational use of military aircraft in forward area situations

has necessitated a comprehensive look at the critical factors which define

the aircraft flotation performance and operations capability on semi- and

unprepared soil runways. This investigation, which is a part of a con-

tinuing program, waq directed primarily at defining the drag-sinkage

response of multiple wheel landing gear on soil and the development of

multiwheel flotation criteria to permit comparative evaluation of the

relative merits of various landing gear configurations.

The total multiwheel/soil interaction study consisted of four parts.

Part I was an evaluation of existing full scale field test data from air-

craft or test carts operating with multiple tire configurations (twin and

tandem). The second part was a Twin Plate Vertical Load (dynamic)

Teet Program which yielded sinkage interaction effects from single and

twin plate load tests in sand and clay. An analytical study was made in

Part 3 using a lumped parameter iteration technique together with an

elastic-plastic soil model for investigating adjacent load (twin) interaction

effects. Part 4 was the Rolling Multiple Wheel Verification Test Program.

The results of the study show that certain multiwheel configurations and

spacing are beneficial in terms of sinkage-drag performance. The results

of the multiwheel/soil interaction study were used to develop multiwheel

flotation criteria (guidelines for evaluating performance).

The flotation variable of braking wvas also studied on a preliminary

basis. Braked tire/soil interaction equations suitable for defining the

braking coefficient on soil were developed, and the results of a compara-

tive study using these braked tire equations were favorable.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Comprehensive efforts at studying the problems associated with the

operation of aircraft on forward area soil runways have been conducted

over the past several years(1'' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ). Those factors which influence the

flotation/operation performance of aircraft on soil runways are aircraft

landing gear configuration, tire inflation pressure, aircraft surface speed,

soil strength and texture, surface roughness, turning effects, landing

impact, braking action, nmultipass operations of the aircraft. The results

of past research(l) have identified what have been termed the primary and

secondary variables as related to aircraft flotation/operation performance.

The primary variables are drag, sinkage, multiple wheel effects, and

braking effects. Secondary variables include roughness, speed, multipass,

landing impact, and turning.

In order to develop the necessary criteria to permit the efficient

and effective utilization of soil runways while including adequate saiety

provisions, it is necessary to define the interaction effects between the tire

and soil during rolling, turning, and braking modes. The current research

effort described in this report is a part of a comprehensive aircraft flotation

research program. The objective of the program is to analytically define

landing gear-soil interaction and to develop a system for rating the relative

flotation capacity of landing gear contact elements and landing gear systems

during aircraft operation on semi- and unprepared soil runways.

Flotation in this context is defined as the tire-soil interaction and the

ability of the soil to support the tire load system.

Phase I(S) of this program included a survey of the flotation problem,

establishment of the critical flotation parameters, and an investigation of

available flotation data leading to the development of a flotation analysis

equation. Phase II() included the development of an empirical sinkage

prediction equation, development of a lumped parameter simulation sinkage

m m w • u • m • • , • •I



prediction technique for moving tires, conducting the Rolling Single Wheel

Verification Tests, and the development of the single wheel Relative Merit

Index (RMI) system for defining comparative flotation capacity. Phase IJI

of the research program consists of two segments. The first segment,

which is detailed in this report includes:

- Multiwheel sinkage-drag analysis equations

- Twin Plate Vertical Load Test Program

- Lumped parameter rnultiwheel simulation computer

program for twin and tandem configurations

- Rolling Multiwheel Verification Tests

- Preliminary studies of braking effects.

The second segment of Phase III will concentrate on more detailed studies

of braking as well as preliminary evaluations of the effects of speed,

turning, rrultipass, and roughness on flotation performance.

The results of the current research program, as well as the results

of mobility and flotation studies conducted by others, were used in developing

the Quick Reference - Tires On Soil Flotation Guide shown in Table 1.

Reference to Figure 1 indicates considerable progress has been made in

recent ye;.rs in defining tire/soil flotation performance.
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SECTION ID A L

MULTIWHEEL SINKAGE AND DRAG ANALYSIS

1. General Considerations in Multiwheel Performance

The growth in size and weight of military aircraft with designed

operational capability on soil runways has led to an increasing use of

multiple wheel landing gear configurations. Possible multiple tire con-

figurations include twin (dual), tandem-tracking and tanden-nontracking

as shown in Figure 2. Previous studies(1,6) had shown that adjacent loaded

areas influence the performance of aircraft tires operating on soil run-

ways. The nature and magnitude of this influence, however, had not been

established in these studies.

A comprehensive four-part program was undertaken to study the

tire-soil sinkage and drag interaction effects for multiple tire landing

gears. Part 1 consisted of an evaluation of existing full scale field test

data from aircraft, or test carts operating with multiple tire configurations.

The second part was a Twin Plate Vertical Load Test Program in which

both single and twin plates were dynamically penetrated into cohesive

(clay) and cohesionless (sand) type soils. An analytical study was made

in Part 3 using a lumped parameter iteration technique together with an

elastic-plastic soil model (soil simulation) for studying adjacent load

interaction effects. Part 4 was the full scale Rolling Multiwheel Veri-

fication Tests.

2. PART 1 - Review of Existing Multiwheel Test Data

Availability of existing multiple tire test data( 4 ' 6, 7, 8, 9) was

restricted to cohesive soils. A summary of available data for the drag

performance of twin tires on clay at various tire spacings is shown in

Figure 3. The comparison is made between the drag ratio, R/P (R = total

rolling drag for both tires, P = total vertical load on both tires), for the

5
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nbT

Twin Wheel Configuration

b = Tire Section Width

D = Tire Outside Diameter
7• m = Fraction of Tire Outside Diameter

n = Fraction of Tire Section Width

r = Fraction of Tandem-Nontracking
nb 0Tire Spacing

I L (n)(m)
r = where L (nb +(mD)

- b2 +D2

Tandem Wheel Configuration

Figure 2. Multiple Tire Configurations
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Figure 3. Twin Tire Performance on Clay
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Figure 4. Tandem-Tracking Performance on Clay
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twin tire case, and the drag ratio for the single (isolated) tire case. The

test data shown in Figure 3 was primarily for low sinkages (<3/411). A

similar drag ratio comparison was made using available tandem-tracking

test data as shown in Figure 4. Again the test data was primarily for low

sinkages.

Reference to Figures 3 and 4 shows considerable scatter in the test

data but generally indicates that within certain spacing limitations, some

reduction in rolling drag can be expected for twin and/or tandem-tracking

tire configurations over that for single tires when operated on cohesive

soils at low sinkages. Since drag has been shown to be directly related

to sinkage through the relationship

RZ
R_=O0.018 + 3.23 (1)

where

Z = instantaneous sinkage

D = tire diameter,

corresponding reductions in sinkage can be inferred from the use of

Equation (1). No usable test data was found for multiple tires operated

on cohesionless soils.

3. PART 2 - Twin Plate-Vertical Load Test Program

Objective

The purpose of the dual vertical plate tests was to obtain initial

information and data concerning the sinkage interaction effects produced

by adjacent dynamic plate loads as compared to a single isolated plate

load under similar test conditions. Plate spacing was also varied to

permit a detailed look at the influence of this variable. While dynamic

vertical plate load tests do not simulate the action of a rolling tire, such

tests can be used to study the influence of sinkage interaction. As indi-

cated by Equation (1), since sinkage is directly related to drag for rolling

8



tires, the sinkage results of the plate tests can be used to interpret drag

effects by inference.

Test Program

To accomplish the objectives, a series of single and twin vertical

load plate tests were conducted in two different soils: buckshot clay andamix-

ture of mortar sand and Yuma sand. Dynamic loads were applied through the

plates at a constant rate of penetration. Sufficient cone penetrometer tests

were made to fully define the soil properties of each test specimen. A

summary of the test program is given in Table 2. The full details of the

soil properties, soil preparation, test procedure, and uniformity of

placement are given in Appendix I.

Test Setup

A. Instrumentation

Dynamic vertical loads were applied to the test specimens by

an MTS 5000 pound dynamic load system containing two service modules

and a load frame. The soil was contained in a test box of the dimensions

16 inches by 13 inches by 9 inches deep. The complete test system,

including the soil test box, is shown in Figure 5. Loads were monitored

by a SR-4 Baldwin-Lima--Hamilton 0. 5KIP load cell attached to the loading

head. Both loads and sinkages were recorded on a Honeywell Visicorder.

All plate tests in sand were conducted at a rate of 12. 5 inches

per second, all plate tests in clay at a 4. 2 inches per second velocity,

and cone penetrometer tests were run at a rate of 1. 25 inches per second.

B. Test Plates

The application of the load to the soil was accomplished through

the use of circular plates, 1-1/2 inches in diameter and 5/16 inch thick.

The twin plate tests used two such plates mounted in an aluminum block

with a shaft which permitted varying the plate spacing. Figure 6 shows

the single and dual plate test equipment.

9



TABLE 2

DUAL VERTICAL PLATE TEST PROGRAM (DESIGN)

Test Soil Soil Stiffness Plate Spacing, nD P Plate Repeat
No. Type CI ag(1b) Tests

IS Sandn' 9.0 Cone Only
2S 9.0 Single
3S 9.0 Single
4S tI9.0 Cone Only
5S 9.0 Single
6S 9.0 Cone Only
7S 9.0 1-1/2 D
8S 9.0 1-1/2 D Repeat

9S "9.0 Cone Only
105 9.0 2-1/2 D Repeat
uiS 9.0 2-1/2 D R epeat
12S "9.0 4 D

I C Buckshot Clay 30-35 Single
2C it 20-25 1-1/2 D Repeat
3C it30-35 2-1/2D Repeat
4C 20-25 Single
5C "30-35 4 D R epeat
6 C "30-35 2-1/2 D Repeat
7 C 30-35 Single
8 C 20-25 1-1/2 D Repeat
9 C "20-25 4 D Repeat

Mixture of Mortar Sand and Yumna Sand

n =Plate Spacing/Plate Diameter

D P= Plate Diameter = 1. 50"

CI v Average Cone Index

10



Figure 5. Plate Test System

NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 6. Plate Test Fixture and Cone Pen etrometer
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C. Test Penctromet•:r

A cone penetrometer was used to measure the soil Atrength

and uniformity after placement. The cone was made of stainless steel,

ground to a smooth finish, and was of the same dimensions as the Army

cone penetrometer used in mobi'•ty studies. The cone penetrometer is

shown in Figure b.

Sand Tests

A typical cone and single plate penetration resistance recording

is shown in Figures 7 and 8. The results of the coae penetration

tests which reflect the uniformity of the sand test sections are given in

Appendix I along with the formula used in calculating thc average soil

cone penetration resistance (CPR ) for each test section. rhe resultsavg

of the single and twin plate tests conducted in the sand sections ii e given

TABLE 3

PLATE FORCE RESISTANCE DATA, SAND

(Initial Load)

Test Force, Resistance per Plate
Sequence Comments in lb at Penetration of

No. 1/4" 1/2'' 3/4" 1"

2S 1st Single Plate Test 14.3 15. 5 17.6 20.7

3S Znd Single Plate Test 16. 18. 1 21. 1 25.0
1S 3rd Single Plate Test 6. 9. 2 12. 5 16.0
7S 1st Twin at 1-112Dp 8.5 10.2 11.8 14.5

8S 2nd Twin at I-1/2 D p 12.6 15.6 17.6 20.2
loS lstTwinat 2-l/ZDp 6.9 9.2 11.9 15. 1
lIS 2nd Twin at 2-1/2 DP 10.0 12.7 14.8 17.0
12S Ist Twin at 4 E 8.9 10.9 13.1 15.8

in Table 3. Figure 9 shows this same data presented as the average

penetration resistance (CPR ) versus sinkage for each plate spacing.

F was determined by the results of three tests (2S, 3S, and 5S) foravg

the single plate, and two tests for the twin plate tests, at spacings of

12
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1-1/2 D and 2-1/2 D . Only one twin plate test was conducted at a
p p

spacing of 4 D . Analysis of Figure 9 shows that more force (per plate)
P

is required in a twin plate situation for a given sinkage than for a cor-

responding singlea piate penetrated to the same sinkage, with the exception

of the closest plate spacing, 1-1/2 Dp.

Clay Tests

Figures 10 and 11 show the typical recordings for a cone penetration

test and a twin plate test, respectively, in clay. The results of the cone

penetration tests which reflect the uniformity of the clay test sections are

given in Appendix I along with means of determining the average cone penetration

resistence (CPR unif) for each test section. The results of the single and twin

plate penetration tests are summarized in Table 4. These results along with

TABLE 4

PLATE FORCE RESISTANCE DATA, CLAY

(Initial Loading)

Test Force Resistance per Plate
Sequence Comments in lb. at Penetration of

No. 1/41" 1/2" 3/4"1 11"

1C 1st Single Plate Test 84.0 95.2 97.4 101.5

2C 1st Twin at 1-1/2 Dp 55.0 61.5 63.5 64.3
3C 1st Twin at 2-1/2 Dp 74.3 80.5 82.0 81.5
4C 2nd Single Plate Test 51.9 57.8 61.5 63.6

5C Ist Twin at 4 Dp 74.8 83.0 81.6 80.6
6C 2nd Twin at 2-1/2 Dp 77.8 85.8 86.5 86.5
7C 3rd Single Plate Test 87.7 97.9 98.9 98.6
8C 2nd Twin at 1-1/2 Dp 56.5 59.5 64.0 67.0
9C 2nd Twin at 4 Dp 74.0 82. 2 80.9 80.0

the soil strength data were used to analyze the results in a manner similar

to that used for sand as given in Figure 12 which shows the variation of

F avg/CPRunif for each plate spacing including the single plate condition.

Each F represents the average of the results presented in Tablte 4,Avg

and CPR unifis defined in Appendix I. Reference tc Figure 12 for clay shows

ni
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a trend similar to that for sand, that is, within certain spacing limitations,

more force is required per plate for dual plate configurations at a particular

sinkage than is required for a single isolated plate at the same sinkage.

The tendency of the plate spacing lines (see Figure 12) to intersect was

caused by variations in strength with depth in the buckshot clay test speci-

mens. Tests involving the single plate and the plates at a spacing of 1-1/2 Dp

had test sections exhibiting a slight increase in strength with depth, while

tests involving plate spacings of 2-1/2 Dp and 4 Dp had test sections showing

a slight decrease in strength with depth.

Analysis and Interpretation of Test Results

The results of the sand and clay tests were previously interpreted

in terms of plate resistance to penetration at different sinkages. A

clearer picture of sinkage interaction effects is gained by plotting sinkages

at a common dimensionless plate force resistance (F avg/CPRunif). Figure 13,

which was developed from Figures 9 and 12 for F /CPR = 1.5 for sandavg avg

and F avg/CPRunif = 2.9 for clay, shows this interaction. Reference to

Figure 13 and use of Equation (1) would suggest approximately a 1516 to

2016 reduction in rolling drag for optimum spacing of twin tires on sand

while optimum spacing of twin tires in clay would lead to an approximate

2016 to 2576 drag reduction for relatively low sinkages (<3/4"). It should

be recognized that such conclusions are only approximate since plate

size (diameter) and magnitude of sinkage are very likely influencing factors.

The reduction in sinkage caused by the proximity of an adjacent

loaded area is caused by an interference between the two plastic zones

associated with each surface load. Figure 14a shows qualitatively the

elements of a bearing capacity theory as developed by Terzaghi(1 2 ).

Reference to Figure 14a indicates a triangular wedge of soil undergoing

upward displacement as indicated by the dashed line. As the second

loaded area P2 moves toward the first loaded region P 1, the plastic zones

begin to overlap creating interference in the slip fields. As indicated by

18
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the results of the plate tests, within certain spacing limitation this inter-

ference of slip fields is beneficial in reducing sinkage (and drag reduction

if inference of rolling tire performance is valid). For spacings less than

approximately 1-1/2 times the plate diameter, the adjacent load effects

are detrimental since the two loaded areas tend to act as a single load as

indicated in Figure 14b.

In general, then, the results of the vertical twin-plate tests con-

ducted in sand and clay have shown:

1. Within certain spacing limitations, the presence of an adjacent

loaded area will cause a reduction in sinkage (over that which

occurs for a single plate) for plates under similar vertical

load conditions.

2. Optimum spacing very likely exists leading to the maximum

reduction in sinkage. This phenomenon is suggested by both

the plate tests results and an analysis of bearing capacity

theory.

If the performance of rolling twin tires can be inferred from the

results of plate tests based on sinkage interaction, then reductions in

rolling tire drag (for relatively low sinkages) can be expected through use

of twin type tire configurations with proper spacing.

4. PART 3 - Analytical Approach

A. Twin Wheel

The analytical approach employed in studying the multiwheel

effects on sinkage and drag is similar to that employed previously in

(1)the single wheel analysis . Multiwheel effects on the sinkage of the tire

into the soil were first studied and then related back to drag by use of

previously established drag-sinkage relationships.

The sinkage of a multiwheel landing gear configuration is

different from that of a single wheel primarily due to the difference
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in stress distribution and yielding patterns within the soil medium resulting

from the interactions of the other tires. For a twin wheel configuration,

since both wheels are moving about the same wheel axis, the interaction

effect is instanianeous. For tandem-tracking wheel configuration, since

one wheel is moving in front of the other, the interaction effect is over a

certain time period; the stress and yielding pattern in a region of soil

rolled over by the front wheel changes over the time period it takes for

the trailing wheel to arrive in the region for interaction.

As an initial approach to studying the multiwheel interaction

effects, the sinkage prediction technique for the stationary vertical pulse

load problem was first developed. This technique for a vertical pulse load

problem is similar to the one considered for the single wheel analyzed in

Phase II() of this research program, except that two surface contact

pressure distributions instead of one are applied on the surface. Since

the interaction effect is simultaneous, this problem simulates the twin wheel

configuration. Tandem wheel configuration will be considered in a later

section in which rolling multiwheels are studied.

In the following paragraphs, the two-dimensional plane strain

approximation, the multiwheel effects evaluation, and the method of

solution of the vertical pulse load problem are discussed.

Two-Dimensional Plane Strain Approximations

The vertical pulse load problem with two surface contact

pressure distributions is a three-dimensional problem and its solution

by the lumped parameter iteration method or the finite element method

would require the use of a three-dimensional space mesh. Comparison

of this probltm with the three-dimensional moving single wheel problem

considered in Phase 11(11) indicated that the computer run time required

for this analysis would be quite excessive in relation to the benefit in

results that might be obtained, and the problem with computer core

capa:ity would be difficult to overcome. Therefore, the two-dimensional

plane strain approximated problem was used in the analytical development.

22



The two-dimensional problem is much less difficult in com-

parison to the three-dimensional problem, and yet, can give a reliable

indication of the influence of the stress distribution within the soil on

the sinkage. The reason is that the stress distribution in the region

immediately between the tires is the major influence on the sinkage due

to the twin wheel configuration, and the stress distribution in this region

for the three-dimensional problem is quite similar to that for the two-

dimensional problem.

The Two-Dimensional Multiwheel Vertical Pulse Load Problem

The two-dimensional problem considered is a semi-infinite

half-space soil medium with two infinitely long uniformly distributed

pressure strips applied on the surface. The magnitude of the uniform

pressure varies with time and was taken to be equal to the average pres-

sure experienced by a point near the surface of the soil when a rolling

tire moves across the point. The pressure-time dependence has been

measured experimentally for land vehicles(1 2 ' 13 ) and has the form of

a pressure pulse as shown in Figure 15. This pressure-time curve is

(1)the same as the one used in the single wheel analysis . A sectional

view of the soil medium with the applied pressure is shown in Figure 16.

In this figure, the width of each pressure distribution, b, is equal to the

tire footprint width of the twin wheel configuration. It can be seen that

the x=O plane is a plane of symmetry; therefore, it is necessary only to

consider half of the soil medium and use symmetry boundary conditions

at the x=O plane.

The Elastic-Plastic Soil Medium

A review of the existing soil models indicated that the most

suitable soil model for the present analysis is an elastic-perfectly plastic

material with the elastic deformations governed by Hooke's law, the plastic
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deformations governed by an incremental stress-strain relation which

is based on the normality flow rule, and the plastic yielding governed by

(14, 15)the Drucker-Prager yield criterion The soil parameters of

this model consist of the elastic Yo'ing t s modulus, the cohesion, and the

friction angle. These parameters can be determined experimentally

from soil samples so that analytical results may be compared with ex-

perimental results. Strain-hardening was not incorporated in this model

because no satisfactory theory with experimentally determinable parameters

is currently available.

Method of Evaluation of the Multiwheel Effects

The multiwheel effects were evaluated from the results of

the two-dimensional vertical pulse load problem in the following manner.

First, the sinkages due to a specific vertical load for various values of

tire spacing, nh (see Figure 16), were obtained. The spacing was ex-

pressed as nb, where b is the tire width and n is a numerical factor

greater than or equal to one. For example, spacings for twin wheel of

n = 1. 6, 2. 3, 3. 1, 3. 9, 4. 7, 5.4, and infinity were analyzed, where the

case for n=- corresponds to the single wheel problem and is the same

as the case for n=O. The multiwheel effects were then evaluated by

studying the ratio of the sinkages for n#- (twin wheel) and that for

n=- (single wheel).

Method of Solution - Lumped Parameter Iteration Method

In the lumped parameter iteration method, a lumped parameter

model is used for developing the governing equations. The model chosen

for the two-dimensional plane strain problem is quite similar to that for

the axisymmetric problem used in the single wheel analysis. It also is

composed of alternately interwoven mass and stress points, except that

the points are oriented at a 45 degree angle from the soil surface as shown

in Figure 17. A (r,, () coordinate system is used for designating the

diagonal directions, and the F-coordinate is used for indicating the
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direction normal to the r and ' coordinates (that is, normal to the plane

of the paper). The displacements in the r, and ý directions are IT and V,

respectively. Then, the displacements, u and w, in the x and z directions

are related to U and V as follows:

-VT-
u =U cos45" - V sin45 = -s (UJ-V) (2)2

w = U sin450 + V cos45 -2(U+V) (3)

2()

and the stresses j , a , and T are related to a, ar, and T by thex z xz T1 Tc

transformation equations,

a7 +a

a = a -- . -+ (4)
x 2 T.c

a + aY
z 2 c(5)

xz 2

and

<7, = \)(a7 + CY(7)

The pressure boundary conditions are applied on the soil surface, z=0,

through a row of fictitious stress points (Row j=l in Figure 17). Outside

the loaded surface, the normal and shear stresses of the fictitious stress

points are zero. At the fictitious stress points which are above the loaded

area, o =-p, a =0, and T =0, where the prescribed surface shear stress
z x xz

was assumed to be zero for the present problem. With the inversion of

the transformation equations, Equations (4), (5), and (6), the stresses at

the loaded fictitious stress points in the 45 degree directions were obtained

as follows:
a +z

aY - +¶ _. . (8)
' 2 xz 2
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x az
X z =P_ (9)-xz 2

¶ = 0z " X = (10)
2�2

where p is the prescribed surface pressure according to the pressure

pulse curve.

An advantage of this plane strain model over the axisymmetric

model is that there are no stress points at the surface plane whose vertical

stresses must be approximated.

Governing Equations, Numerical Procedures, and Computer

Programs

The governing equations for this problem are the dynamic

equations of motion, the quadrature equations, the yield criterion, the

incremental strain-displacement relations, the incremental stress-strain

relations, and the equations for stress correction. The derivations of

these equations and the development of the numerical procedures for the

plane strain lumped parameter model follow the same basic approach as

those for the axisymmetric model used in the single wheel analysis, so

they are not repeated here. The reader is referred to Reference 13 for

the approach used in the derivations and the development of the numerical

procedures. For convenience, the governing equations and the numerical

procedures are presented without derivation in Appendix II. A computer

program was written based on these governing equations and numerical

procedures. A general flow chart of the computer program is shown in

Figure 18. A Fortran IV source program listing of the computer program,

a sample set of input data, a list of definition of symbols, and some

remarks about running the computer program are given in Appendix III.

Test Cases and Results

Seven cases were run with the computer program developed

for twin wheel simulation. All the cases have the same soil, load, and
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computational parameters, which are listed below. This set of parameters

is that of a typical multiwheel aircraft tire-soil interaction.

Soil Parameters:

Density p = 130 lb. /cu. ft.

Poisson's ratio v = 0.45

Young's Modulus E = 8950 psi

Cohesion c = 2000 psf

Friction angle cp = 15°

Yield stress in shear k = 2440 psf

(These soil parameters correspond approximately to a clay soil with

CBR = 8 to 10.)

Load Parameters:

Tire Footprint Width b = 12.0 inches

Peak Surface Pressure p = 24600 psf

Time Duration of Pulse t = 0. 05 sec.
d

Computational Parameters:

Space Mesh Size h = 3. 0 inches

Time Increments At = 6. 25 x 10

Finite Boundary Size Depth = 60"

Width = 69" to 111" from the line of
symmetry

The only difference between each of the cases is wheel

spacing. One of the cases corresponds to the single wheel case, n=-

(or ni=0), and the rest of the cases correspond to twin wheel configurations

with spacing ratios of n= 1. 6, 2, 3, 3. 1,' 3. 9, 4. 7, and 5. 4. In order to

minimize the influence of the finite boundary on the sinkage when the

wheel spacings were changed, the distance between the finite boundary and

the edge of the applied pressure strip was maintained constant by changing

the distance of the finite boundary from the line of symmetry. The peak

instantaneous sinkages for each case and their comparison with that for
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the single wheel case are shown in Table 5. Sinkage in this analysis

was taken as the average of the vertical displacements of the mass points

which are immediately under the applied surface pressure distribution.

TABLE 5

TWIN WHEEL SINKAGES FOR DIFFERENT WHEEL SPACINGS

Spacing Instantaneous Dimensionless
Case Ratio Sinkage, Z Zw/Z Sinkage, Z/b

nt (inches) Twin Single

1 = 0.48 1.000 0.0403
2 1.6 0.51 1.050 0.0423
3 2. 3 0.45 0.942 0.0379
4 3. 1 0.43 0.886 0.0357
5 3.9 0.42 0.871 0.0351
6 4.7 0.43 0.882 0.0355
7 5.4 0.43 0.900 0.0362

In Figure 19, the sinkage for twin wheel, normalized with

respect to the sinkage for single wheel (n'=ao), is plotted against the wheel

spacing ratio, n'. This curve shows that as wheel spacing decreases

from infinity, the sinkage gradually decreases due to the interaction

between the two tires, and reaches a minimum at a particular wheel

spacing. The wheel spacing corresponding to the minimum sinkage

probably depends on many factors, for example, intensity of wheel load,

size of contact area, soil strength, etc. For the particular loads and

soil conditions of these test cases, the minimum falls between nt-3.0

and n'=4. 5. Further decrease of the wheel spacing from the minimum

sinkage point leads to higher sinkage because the soil medium between

and under the twin contact area startsto interact strongly and begins to

act as a whole mass similar to that underneath a single wheel.

The trend of the curve shown in Figure 19 was also exhibited

in the experimental results obtained from the dual circular plate vertical

load test given in SectionII - Part 2 and shown in Figure 13. The plate

tests showed the minimum sinkage as occurring between n1=2 and n'=3.
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Consideration of the ideal slip line field using Terzahgi bearing
(10)capacity theory also indicated that the minimum sinkage probably falls

between n1=2. 5 and n'-3.5 for clays.

The vertical displacements of the surface mass points were

plotted against the horizontal distance from the axis of symmetry for

several times during the downward movement of the soil surface. These

graphs are shown in Figure 20, 21, 22, and 23 for n'=o, n-l;1.6, n1=3. 1,

and n'=4.7. The comparison of these graphs shows the difference of the

patterns of soil surface deflection, w., for the various wheel spacings. In

particular, the deflection pattern for n1=1. 6 is more similar to the pattern

for a single large contact area than that for n'=3. 1. This shows the reason

why the sinkages for n between 1. 0 and 2. 0 tend .o be higher than that

for n=3. 1.

(16)
Some preliminary test cases run with a smaller finite

boundary size and a smaller grid size show the same results as those

reported here, but because of the limited boundary size, some influence

of the finite boundary was evident.

With the present computer program, soil parameters, load

parameters, and computational parameters, the length of computer run

time required for each case is approximately 40 minutes. With the

completion of the CDC 6600 computing facility at WPAFB, this computer

run time can be reduced considerably thus permitting the evaluation of

additional cases to determine the dependency of optimum spacing on the

load and soil parameters.

B. RollinE-Tandcm Wheels

The stationary vertical pulse load problem discusse, .n the

preceding sections does not simulate the tandem wheel configuration

because of the time-lapse effect between leading and trailing wheels.
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In progress, however, is the development of a computer program to

simulate rnultiwheel effects in rolling tandem wheel configurations. For

the same reasons given in developing the twin wheel simulation format,

the actual three-dimensional problem for rolling tandem wheels was

approximated by the corresponding two-dimensional plane strain problem.

The Two-Dimensional Plane Strain Approximation

The two-dimensional plane strain approximation to the problem

for rolling tandem wheels has the same pressure boundary condition and

soil medium assumption as for the stationary vertical load pulse problem.

The differences are as follows:

a) The two infinite pressure strips move in the x-direction at the

aircraft ground velocity, as shown in Figure 24a.

b) The pressure-time dependence is different. As the pressure

strip moves, the uniform pressure is increased gradually to a pressure

equal to the landing gear vertical load divided by the total contact area,

as shown in Figure 24b. The manner and rates at which the pressure is

increased initially depends on the stability of the numerical calculation

and the rate with which steady state is achieved.

c) There is no longer a plane of symmetry between the pressure

strip, so two applied pressure strips must be considered.

d) The width of each applied pressure strip is equal to the tire

footprint length, I, and the wheel spacing is expressed as mD, where

m is a fraction of tire outside diameter and D is the tire outside diameter

see Figure 24).

Method of Solution-Lumped Parameter Iteration Method

The method of solution of the two-dimensional problem for

rolling tandem wheels is similar to the method of solution for the vertical

load (multiwheel) problem. The method of prescribing the boundary con-

ditions, governing equations, and numerical procedures is the same.

The governing equations, presented in Appendix I, are also applicable
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here. The main difference was the boundary condition defined by the two

moving pressure strips. The pressure strip distributions were moved in

the x-direction at the aircraft horizontal ground velocity, V, in the following

manner. The prescribed equivalent pressure exerted on the mass point

located at the extreme left of each loaded area was reduced to zero in incre-

mental steps through the time h/V; at the same time, the equivalent

pressure exerted on the mass point located at the extreme right of each

loaded area was increased incrementally from zero to the prescribed value

in the same manner.

Method of Evaluation of the Multiwheel Effects

The method for evaluating the multiwheel effects of the rolling

tandem wheel configuration from the results of the two-dimensional moving

pressure strips problem is as follows: First, the case with m=0 corres-

ponding to the single moving wheel is run and the drag, Rsingle' is obtained

from its sinkage (see Equation 1). Then, the cases with other values of m

are run and, for each case, the total drag, RTandem' is obtained from sum-

ming the drags corresponding to the sinkages of the leading and trailing pres-

sure strips. The multiwheel effects are then evaluated by studying the ratio,

(R~

for various wheel spacing factor, m.

Computer Program and Test Cases

A computer program has been written based on the method of

solutions just outlined. This program is now being used to evaluate the

tandem-tracking cases with wheel spacing factors of m=-, 1.05, 1. 5, and

2. 0. All these cases have the same soil, load, and computational parameters.

and these parameters are the same as those used in the twin wheel cases

conducted. The complete results of all the cases, together with the listing,

of the final computer program, will be presented at a later date as a

Research and Development computer program interim report.
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5. PART 4 - Multiwheel Verification Tests

Purpose

The purpose of this test program was to study the variables

that control the performance of aircraft tire flotation while operating in

rnultiwheel configurations. The program provided data to:

1) confirm the preliminary multiwheel flotation performance

criteria with tires operating in twin, tandem, and tandem-

nontracking configurations;

2) use in the development of semi-empirical relationships for the

extension of the single wheel prediction equations to multi-

wheel data; and

3) aid in preliminary verification of the finite element based

analytical rolling wheel sinkage prediction techniques (both

twin and tandem) currently under development.

During the testing, the effects of twin wheel spacing, tandem wheel

spacing in tracking configuration, and wheel offset combined with tandem

spacing in the nontracking configuration were investigated with the ob-

jective of evaluating the drag modification effects of the various spacings.

Test Program

In order to accomplish the objectives, the following test

program was designed sLch that the sinkages and drag loads would be in

the range of application to aircraft flotation analysis. The test program,

which is shown in Table 6 for clay type soil and in Table 7 for sand type

soil, was designed for a Type III 7. 00-6, 6 PR tire with a 3576 operating

deflection. Each multiple wheel configuration had two 7:00-6 tires

equally loaded and all tests were run at 10 fps. The following parameters

were measured for each test:

Vertical Load

Drag Load

Tire Deflection
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TABLE 6

Multiwheel Test Program for Clay Soil

Soil Vertical
Bogie Strength Assembly Lateral Longitudinal

Configuration Ca (psi) Load (A) Spacing Spacing
avg P nb mD

Twin 20-25 1Z00 1.5b
" " " Z. 0b

3.01)
"4.01)

"Fander1-Frackiný " 1400 -Z. 2OD
"3.0D
"4.01)

Tandeni-Nontracking 2. Ob 2. 0D
" "3.0Oh 2. ,'1)I
"3.01) 3.01)
2.Ob L.OD

T,,,in " 1000 1.5b
"1.5h
"2.0b
2. 013
"3.0b-
"4.0-

Tandem- Tracking 1200 -. 51)
.... 2.0D

"""-"3.01)
"4.01)

Twin 800 1. 51)
"H ""1.1) 5b

.2.Ob

Tandemn-Trac'king 1000 ..5D1)
" " " 2. (1)

""I "~ 3. 01)

"H " 4.01)
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TABLE 7

Multiwheel Test Program for Sand Soil

Vertical
Bogie Strength Assembly Lateral Longitudinal

Configuration Strength Load (#) Spacing Spacing
CIavg(psi) P nb mD

Twin 40-45 1600 1.5b

1.75b
S....2.01)

3. Ob
3.Oh
4.Ob

Tandem- Tracking 1400 1. 5D
2.0D

"I 3.OD
"4.0D

Tandem- Nontracking 1400 2b 1. 5D
Zb 2.0D

. 2b 3.01D

3b 1.5D
3b 2.0)D
3b 3.0D

Twin I"800 1.5b -

2.Ob -

3.Ob
3.Ob
4.Ob

Tandem Tracking, 600 1.3D1
.2.0D

.. 1.01)

4.0D
"25-30 500 1. 5)

"600 3. 01)

Single 40-45 700

400
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Soil Strength

Soil Sinkage

Wheel Velocity (horizontal)

The lateral and longitudinal spacings listed in Tables 6 and 7 were

selected to permit a thorough evaluation of the multiwheel phenomena

based on the preliminary multiwheel flotation criteria.

Test Equipment

All multiple rolling wheel tests in the program were conducted

at the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi,

at the model wheel facility of the Mobility and Environmental Division

between the dates of August 25, 1970 and November 12, 1970. WES

modified their dynamometer to conduct the multiwheel tests, and provided

adequate professional and technician support for conducting the tests.

The modified dynamometer shown in Figure 25 used the existing single

wheel dynamometer as a frame to mount a lever arm to hold the multi-

wheel carriage. The lever arm pivot is located at the front of the existing

single wheel carriage and applies the load to the geometric center of the

multiwheel carriage where the carriage pivots freely. The test data is

monitored using some existing instrumentation on the single wheel dyna-

mometer and some new instrumentation mounted on the multiwheel

carriage. Figure 25 shows the carriage in a twin wheel configuration

with the multiwheel carxr'ge fastened to the lever arm so that it cannot

rotate relative to the lever arm. Figure 26 shows the carriage in a

tendem configuration with the carriage free to rotate so as to distribute

the load equally to eac.. 6ir.. A complete description of the basic Test
(17)Facility is available in a previouis WES report

Test Tire

In order to improve the correlation between the multiwhcel

results and previous single wheel testing. the tire %ie was chosen to be

the 7:00-6. 6 PR Type III tire which was used in the single wheel tubting

program. Table 8 gives the tire geonictry data for the two 7:0n-6 tires

used in this program.
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Soil Tests and Preparation

The two soil types chosen for these multiwheel tests were buckshot

clay and mortar sand, both of which were used in the previous single wheel

testing. Two purposes were fulfilled by the soil tests conducted, iirst to

insure an accurate description of the test soil and its uniformity; second to

allow possible correlation to other tire-soil interaction theories by collecting

as much information concerning the soil as possible. The soil tests that

were conducted are moisture and density determination, mobility cone

penetration resistance (CI), and the California Bearing Ratio (CBR). A

complete description of each soil test is given in Appendix IV. The summary

of the moisture-density determinations are in Table 9. The summary of the

correlation data taken to relate CRB and CI is presented in Table 10.
avg

TA•,•lE 9

MOISTUR E-D ENSITY DA 'i

Design Average Conditions
Soil Strength Dr,% Density Moisture Content

Soil Type Clavg (0 to 6"1) 7d(pcF) W, (%)

Buckshot Clay ý0 75. 6 42

Mortar Sand 40 101.6 less than 1.0

TABLE 10

TEST BED SOIL CONDITIONS

Design CI
Soil Strength avg CBR

Scil Type Clavg (0" to 6") 0" to 6t, CBR 0. 1"

Buckshot C'ay 20 22.3 0.70

Mortar Sand 40 40.4 2. 36
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Undrained triaxial tests were also run on undisturbed samples of clay and

bulk samples of sand taken from the soil carts to determine the cohesion

and friction components of the soil strength. These test results, which are

described in detail in Appendix IV, are summari2ed below in Table 11.

TABLE 1 1

TRIAXIAL TEST RESULTS

Design Triaxial Results Moisture
Soil Strength c Content

Soil Type Clavg (0-6") (psf) deg W%

Buckshot Clay 20 1.79 - 42

Mortar Sand 40 - 36.5 less than 1.0

Test Results -Buckshot Clay

The finalized test results for the 28 tests run in bucksh.A clay

are presented in Table 12. The data presented represents the parameters

that were recorded for permanent records in both computer tape format

and oscillograph charts. The following commentr clarify the cc.umn

headings and notations. Three tests (numbers 4, 6, and 7) are considered

to be void due to excessive sinkage and basic instability of the test carriage

during the test run. The spacings listed in the third columr represent

actual test spacings based on the tire's nor.inal liarnetkr (D' of 18" and

its nominal width (b) of 6. 8". The soil srrtnjth (CI avg represents the

average of at least five before traffic tests, and is given in terms of the

average penetration resistance over the first six inches of soil profile in

psi. Sail st;'ength measurements talcen ii the tirc ruts alter one pass are

given in Appendix IV. Note that the east-west, and front-rear designations

have bet:n used consistently to designate the relative position of each tire

to the Lest sectiout.
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The rut depth measurements given represent the difference

between the original soil profile and the soil profile after the passage of

the test carriage. The sinkage values presented were calculated as a

given percentage of the rut depth based on evaluation of the rebound

measured by deflection pins buried in the tire paths. A description of the

deflection pins is given in Appendix IV. Soil uniformity measurements

and an outline of the basic test procedure is also presented in Appendix IV.

Using the analysis techniques established during development

of preliminary multiwheel theories, the verification data was reduced

and plotted as shown in Figures 27, 28, and 29, to indicate the multiwheel

performance relative to spacing for the twin, tandem-tracking and tandem-

nontracking configurations. This multiple wheel performance is evaluated

by a comparison of drag ratios as shown in Equation 11.

MM = (R/P)s / (R/P)M (11)

where:

(R/P)S = single wheel drag ratio

(R/P)M= multiple wheel drag ratio

MM = multiple wheel drag modifier

In order to plot this data, a value of the single wheel drag ratio for each

specific condition -was required. The single wheel drag ratio, (R/P)s,

used in this comparison, was arrived at by using the data collected and

verified during the single wheel test program(1) and not the value that

would be obtained by use of the single wheel nomograph(1). The reason

for this selection is the close control and accuracy associated with the

single wheel tests previously conducted which used the same soil and

test tires, whereas the nomograph represents an averaged result of

numerous tests with and without test controls.

In general, the multiwheel data for twin and tandem-tracking

tests grouped by the magnitude of the tire sinkage. Thus, it appears
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that a series of sinkage ranges exist in which the M value will be constant

for a given sinkage at a given spacing. The sinkage ranges are approximately

from 0 to 0. 5", 0.5" to 1. 0", and 1.0" to 4. 0", called low, intermediate

and high sinkage ranges, respectively. Reference to Figure 27 shows two

data points plotted far below the re3t of the data. No explanation for this

phenomena exists although those two tests were run 1n a clay section different

from all other c' y tests. Note also that in Figure 29, the tandem-nontracking

data for both sand and clay have been plotted together, as the trends in this

data indicate very little if any effect of tandem-nontracking configurations

for the spacings used. It should also be noted that due to limited funding the

low sinkage tandem-nontracking test condition was not run, and therefore,

could not be evaluated. The curves labeled "high" and "low" sinkage in the

multiple wheel test data plots are an attempt to bracket the test data while

reflecting the effects of different magnitudes of sinkage.

Test Results - Mortar Sand

The test results for the 29 multiwheel tests run in the mortar

sand are presented in Table 13. The following comments explain the column

headings used in Table 13. The spacings listed in the third column repre-

sent actual test spacings based on the tire's nominal diameter (D) of 18"

and its nominal width (b) of 6.8". The soil strength (CI avg) represents the

average of at least five tests before traffic, and is defined as the average

penetration resistance over the first six inches of soil profile. Soil

strength measurements taken in the tire ruts after one pass are given in

Appendix IV. The east-west, and front-rear designations have again been

used to designate the relative position of each tire to the test section. The

sinkage listed is actually the measured rut depth, yet is considered to be

the total sinkage composed of both elastic deformation (very small in

mortar sand) and the permanent deformation since sands exhibit only minimal

rebound. The soil uniformity measurements and an outline of the basic test

procedure is presented in Appendix IV.
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The sand data was evaluated based on drag performance and

plotted as shown in Figures 30 and 31 to indicate the multiwheel performance

relative to wheel spacing. The value of the single wheel drag ratio was

obtained from the data taken during the single wheel testing program as

explained previously. As for clay, the results show that the data tends to

group by the magnitude of sinkage and the same three ranges generally apply.

Two of the tandem-tracking tests were run on a much weaker strength soil

as shown in Figure 31. Some additional twin wheel performance data on

sand was obtained from unpublished work by WES. This data although some-

what scattered, tended to substantiate the trends shown in the twin wheel

results of Figure 30.

Summa ry

Although the multiwheel tests presented here are not in them-

selves conclusive due to the limited test program, the basic trends shown

by this data when combined with the plate test results and the analytical

results will permit the development of design and operational criteria for

multiwheel configurations. The test results generally indicate that the

spacint, of twin wheels is critical in minimizing drag for multiwheel con-

figurations but that tandem-tracking spacing and tandem nontracking spacing

are less critical in influencing multiwheel drag. The results of the multi-

wheel analysis and its application to multiwheel flotation criteria are pre-

sented in Section IV.

6. Summary of Multiwheel Drag and Sinkage Performance

The results of the review of existing twin tire test data (Figure 3),

the Twin Plate Tests (Figure 13), the analytical results (Figure 19). and

the Multiwheel (Twin) Verification Tests (Figures 27 and 30) generally show

that for the proper twin wheel spacing, a reduction in the drag ratio (and

sinkage ratio) over that for single wheels will occur for low to moderate

sinkages of twin tires operating on both sand and clay. For high sinkages,

the twin tire drag ratio will generally exceed the single wheel drag ratio for twin

tires in clay soil but remain Less than the single wheel drag ratio for sand soils.
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Although the analytical results for tandem-tracking tires are not yet

available, the results of the review of existing data (Figure 4), and the

Multiwheel (Tandem) Verification Tests (Figures 28 and 31) show a slightly

improved performance (=15%) over single wheel performance in sand soil

but an increase in drag ratio (1-10%6) on clay soil for most tandem-tracking

tire spacings.

The results of the analytical and experimental studies conducted to

date on multiple wheel tire/soil interaction effects permit the following

preliminary conclusions.

TWIN WHEEL - CLAY SOIL - Slight reduction (=10%) in the rolling drag

ratio (R/P) in clay soils for twin tires is gained over that for isolated single

wheels by proper spacing of the tires for low sinkage situations. For high

sinkage situations, increases occur (=15%) in rolling drag ratio over that

for single isolated wheels. The proper twin wheel spacing lies between

Z. 0 b and 3. 0 b where b is the tire width.

TWIN WHEEL - SAND SOIL - Reductions in the rolling drag ratio (RIP)

for the proper spacing are possible in sand type soil for twin wheel con-

figurations in comparison to single wheels for all sinkages. Potential

reductions in the drag ratio of 10% to 200' are evident. The proper twin

wheel spacing lies between 1. 5 b and 2. 5 b.

TANDEM-TRACKING - CLAY SOIL - The operation of tandem-tracking

tires in clay soil will yield some reduction (=10%) in the drag ratio (RIP)

for the proper tire spacing in low sinkage situation when compared to

single wheel performance but higher drag ratios (=lr/5) for high sinkage

conditions. Available evidence suggests a desirable tandem-tracking spacing

of 1.5 D to 2.0 D.

TANDEM-TRACKING - SAND SOIL - The operation of tandem-tracking tires

in sand type soils will yield slight benefits (up to 10¶) in reducing the drag

ratio over that of a single wheel for proper twin wheel spacing. The spacing

of the tandem-tracking tires doe. not appear to influence the magnitude of

the drag ratio.
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TANDEM-NONTRACKING - CLAY AND SAND SOIL - Although the number

of tandem-nontracking tests conducted in clay and sand type soil was limited,

this preliminary data suggests that tandem-nontracking configurations have

little influence on sinkage and drag interaction between aircraft tires for

the normally encountered tire spacings.

As indicated above, the results indicate that multiple wheel geo-

metric configuration (dual, tandem, spacing, etc.) is an important parameter

in determining the rolling drag performance of aircraft tires on soil and

should receive increased consideration in aircraft design when soil

operational performance is a requirement.
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SECTION III

BRAKING SINKAGE AND DRAG ANALYSIS

Although the flotation requirements for aircraft landing gear design

and aircraft tire selection should be based primarily on the minimization of

rolling wheel drag (minimization of sinkage) during takeoff operations, the

braked tires on soil effects are an important factor in defining the maximum

drag loads on landing gears and in determining aircraft stopping distances

on unprepared runways. The braked tire on soil problem is considerably

different from rolling tire action since a resultant shear force will exist at

the tire/soil interface for braked tires. The major variables present for

braked tire conditions, in addition to those considered for rolling tires, are

tire slip and the shearing stresses at the interface. Large increases in

drag and in some cases sinkage occur for braked tires over that for rolling

tires.

The major portion of research efforts on studying the tire/soil

response for slip conditions has been conducted on powered wheels. Very

little theoretical or exnerimental work has been accomplished for braked

tires at speeds and conditions peculiar to aircraft operations. Those

studies( 2' 7) which have been accomplished to date have been restricted

to field efforts directed at determining experimental braking coefficients

for limited conditions. The present state of the art of soil mechanics

precludes the development of a theoretical braking analysis due to the lack

of an adequate equation of state describing the stress-strain-time charac-

teristics of soil. For these reasons, a dual approach is being taken to

developing a more complete understanding of braked tire/soil interaction

phenomena. The semi-analytical braking theory described below is an

attempt to provide a useable theory, partially verified by existing experi-

mental data, for defining braked tire/soil interaction. The finite element
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braking analysis currently in progress is also summarized in this section

and is an attempt to take a long range theoretical look at the braking problem.

1. Semi-Analytical Braking Theory

The braked tire condition creates a force-slip condition where the

degree of braking is defined by the tire slip, which is given as

V
w (2

- 1) 100 (12)
a

where

S = percent tire slip

V = peripheral speed of wheel, andw

V = horizontal velocity of the axle.a

The' slip is considered to be positive when the wheel is in a powered con-

dition and negative under braked conditions. A fully braked (locked)

wheel is a condition of 100 percent negative slip.

(2, 7, 18-23)A number of references were used in developing

the braking drag expression. The significant variables included in the

analysis were:

Loads

P = vertical tire load

R = braked tire drag force
B

Tire Geometr,

b = tire section width

D = tire outside diameter

A = tire footprint length on rigid surface

Soil Strength

c = soil cohesion

(ý = soil friction angle

CI = average cone index over 0" to 6"
avg

Gb = slope of cone index versus depth profile in sand
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F

Other

S = percent tire slip

V = aircraft horizontal velocity

The braking drag resistance as shown in Equation (13) is based on

the premise that the total drag resistance can be treated as the sum of two

components:

RB = R R + RT (13)

the horizontal soil resistance to forward motion exclusive of soil shear

resistence during braking (RR), plus the horizontal component (RT) of the net

shearing force resistance (T) between the tire and the soil as a function of

slip. Figure 32 sho'ws the loading and interface conditions for a braked tire.
(19)

Justification exists for the use of Equation (13) in that form. Schuring

has stated that the rolling resistance (RR) is independent of slip and that the

coefficient of friction (related to RT) is a function of slip alone. McCrae(2 !)

has also assumed that for driven wheels at any slip, the term R can be
R

determined from a rolling resistance formula. Both R and R areR T
influenced by the magnitude of sinkage. RR is influenced through use of the

rolling drag equation (also see Equation 1)

RR
S= f (Z /D ) (14)

while RT varies with sinkage since the size of the shear stress contact area

at the tire/soil interface is influenced by the magnitude of the sinkage. A

review of some existing information(18) for braked tires on soil indicates

that sinkages increase only slightly for all percents slip on clay soil while

sinkages increase markedly for braked tires on cohesionless soils. This

phenomena is shown very clearly in Figures 33 and 34.

RR Term, Clay and Sand Type Soil

As indicated previously, the horizontal resistance to forward motion

exclusive of shear resistence is independent of slip and can be approximated
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P

RR

s P = vertical drag

RB = braking drag

B' = braking torque

RR = forward motion soil drag

Ps = vertical soil reaction

T = tangential shear force

LZ = equivalent plane of contact

Figure 3Z. Braked Tire/Soil Interface Conditions
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Figure 33. Influence of Negative Slip on Sinkage, Clay Soil
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Figure 34. Influence of Negative Slip on Sinkage, Sand Soil
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from the rolling drag equation for cohesive soils(1) as -

RR
R = 3.85 (Z/D) (15)

Since sinkages in clay soil increase only slightly throughout the negative

slip range, the RR term is assumed to remain essentially constant. This

conclusion is partially verified as shown in Figure 35 by the results of

an experimental effort(ZO) in which RR was measured separately from RT.

In sand type soils, the RR term will increase in magnitude since

sinkages increase with increasing negative slip. A change in R caused
R

by braking, however, should correspond to the same change in drag (R)

for rolling tires for an equivalent change in sinkage. A comparative
(20)study of this phenomena is shown in Figure 36 and tends to substantiate

the use of the rolling drag equation for sand. The rolling drag equation for

sand(1) is given by

RR
-= 0.048 + 2.77 (Z/D) (16)p

It should be noted that R R for sand will increase throughout the negative

slip range thus

(RR) =(RR) + SR (17)
RSio R =O R

where

ARR = f (AZ)

RT Term, Clay and Sand Type Soil

The tangential force (T) at the tire/soil interface is the integral of

the shear stresses over an equivalent plane of contact as sh,,wn in Figure 32.

The horizontal component of T is the term R and contributes significantly
T

to the total braked drag resistance RB. If Coulombs law for determining
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Figure 36. Comparison of Braked RR With Rolling Tire
Drag for Increasing Sinkage, Sand Soil
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shear force at the interface is valid, the shearing resiqtance at the inter-

face could be computed as a function of slip as

T = (c + a tan 4)) •t(S) (18)

where

T = shearing stress

"- = effective normal stress

ýi(S) = nonlinear function which varies with slip

For the rolling tire case for which the braking torque, B', is zero,

experimental evidence indicates that although there are shearing stresses

at the tire/soil interface, the net shearing force, T, is zero, and the

resultant of the vertical and horizontal soil reaction passes through the

center of the tire. As a braking torque is applied continuously to the tire,

the negative slip increases creating additional shear stresses at the inter-

face. These shearing stresses result in a net shearing force as given by

T = AZ (c + atan ))L.(S) (19)

where

AZ = area of equivalent plane of contact at sinkage Z.

The resultant force at the interface no longer passes through the tire

center, but acts through an eccentric point creating a moment equivalent

to the braking torque, B1, for a steady state braking condition. The

horizontal component of T is given by

RT = A z(c +atan4))i(S)cos e (20)

Reference to Figure 32 indicates that the angle e defining the equivalent

plane of contact is given as

e= 90" - [sir-,(l- F) + 2lZcos---By)]
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The use of Equation (20) necessitates the accurate description of

the tire/soil contact area as a function of sinkage. For certain clay type

soils this AZ term would have to include sidewall contact areas. Using

simplifying assumptions, expressions have been developed by others( 3 ' 21)

which analytically define the footprint length (IZ) and footprint width (bz)

from which A could be determined if sidewall effects are ignored.

Analysis of these expressions indicates that for tires operating in their

normal deflection range (11076 of their normal deflection), that the contact

area can be written as a functional expression in the following manner

f(AV, Z, D) (22)

or

A
zVZ (Z /D) (23)

The results of a controlled braking study conducted by WES(18) for

the Air Force were used to examine Equations (20) and (23) leading to the

development of an RT expression for cohesive and cohesionless type soils.

These tests were conducted using two different tires (D = 14" and 28-1/2"),

one tire deflection (D = 25Y%), various soil strengths and vertical loads in

both sand and clay, and negative slips ranging from 0 to 1000.

RT, Cohesive Soil

For cohesive soils, the tan 4o is zero in Equation (20) and the

cohesion, c, can be replaced by the average cone index, Cl (or CI ).avg

Equations (20) and (23) can then be combined to give the dimensionless

expression

RT
Cl• D (ZD)n -(S) cos , (24)

The clay test results(18) were plotted based on Equation (24) and Figure 37

shows that a reasonable convergence of the data exists for the case n = 1/2.
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RT values were determined by subtracting a calculated RR value based on

the magnitude of the instantaneous sinkage, Z (see Equation 15). The data

used in developing Figure 37 is summarized in Appendix V. Based on

Figure 37 then, the braked tire horizontal shearing force at the interface

can be approximated by

RT = 0. 11 CI'D 2 (Z/D) 1/2(S) (25)

R Cohesionless Soil

In cohesionless soils, the :ohesive term, c, in Equation (20) is zero.

Replacing 7 in Equation (20) by = P/A, where A is the rigid surface tire

contact area, Equation (20) and (23) can be combined as

RT
T - C taneo "(S) cos (26)

D2 (Z/D)n

Initial analysis of the sand data(18) indicated that the RT term in sand was

only a weak function of Z/D (n is very small) and consequently within

acceptable accuracy limits, Equation (26) can be written as

R TT -c tano'u(S)cos P (27)

D2

Observations of braked tire performance in soil shows that considerable

sand flow takes place at the tire soil interface. This sand disturbance and

flow very likely causes the shearing strength to be determined by somne

large deformation equilibrium void ratio condition in sand rather than the

initial soil shear strength. If this phenomena is true, analysis of Equation (27)

should show RT to be appro:imately constant for all values of initial shear

strength for sand for all othier factors remaining constant. Figure 38 which

includes soil strength changes up to an order of magnitude of three, shows

that the initial soil strength does not have a significant influence 3r. the

magnitude of RT for braked tires on 3and. Analysis of Figure 38 in con-

junction with Equation (27) leads to the expression

RT 2(8)
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Figure 37. Horizontal Shear Component Evaluation, Clay Soil
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Figure 38. Horizontal Shear Component Evaluation, Sand Soil
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As for the clay data analysis, RT values were determined by subtracting a

calculated RR value based on the magnitude of the instantaneous sinkage, Z

(see Equation 16). The data used in developing Figure 38 is summarized in

Appendix V.

Variance of R With Slip
T

As the negative slip increases, the RT value in both sand and clay

increases in magnitude. This increase in RT with increasing slip occurs in

a nonlinear manner as shown in Figure 39. Although Figure 39 shows some

differences in the growth of R T/RTmax with slip for sand and clay, as a first

approximation, the quantity p(S) in Equation (25) and (28) can be written as

RT S 1/3
ýI(S) = = ( 100 (29)

T
max

Variance of Sinkage With Slip, Cohesionless Soil

Due to the large increases in sinkage for braked tires on sand type

soils, these sinkages must be known since it significantly influences the

resulting drag, RB. By comparing the sinkage at 100% slip (Zs•0) to the

sinkage at zero slip (Zs=O) for the test data from the WES study( 1 8 ), Figure 40

was developed which shows that the initial load-strength ratio (o/Cl avg) is

critical in determining this ratio. Although considerable research remains

to be accomplished in order to accurately define the growth of sinkage for

braked tires on sand, Figure 40 can be used to estimate the sinkage at S = 100%

in the following manner:

1. Calculate the sinkage for a rolling tire (S=0) using the previously

developed sinkage prediction equations for sand( 1 ). This sinkage

is Z in Figure 40.

2. Determine a/CI for the braked tire and use Figure 40 to findavg

(Zs#0)max /Z From this value the maximum braked tire

sinkage (Z ) in sand can be determined.
S4O max
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Braking Equations - Summary

Cohesive Soil

RB R R R T Z 0. 11 CI'D 2 Z 1/2
P p + = 3.P (8) 5( (S) (30)

Cohesionless Soil

RB R RT + aDL

= -B. + - = 0.048 + 2.77 + 2  (31)

P P P D' 29P 4(S) (1

where p(S) is given by Equation (29).

2. Comparative Study Using Semi-Analytical Braking Theory

Limited experimental efforts have been sponsored by the Air Force

to conduct braked tire on soil tests on a full scale basis. Douglas(7)

Boeing(7), and Lockheed(2) have conducted these test programs. The

results of these tests provided an opportunity to compare the braking

drag analysis equations developed from controlled laboratory testing to

the results of these field operations. Equations (30) and (31) together

with other information was used in developing a computer program to

conduct this comparative study. The results of the study are summarized

below.

Lockheed Tests

TLockhe ed Corporation (2) in 1968, conducted a series of

rolling and braked tire tests at the NASA/Langley test track using a 29 inch

diameter, Type III tire. Braked tire tests were conducted on both buckshot

clay and a beach sand common in the Langley area. The soil strength,

vertical load, and tire deflection for each test are summarized in Table 14

and Table 15 for clay and sand respectively. Braked drag predictions in

the clay soil (Buckshot clay) were based on sinkage by adding to the

measured rut depth a rebound deflection. This rebound deflection was
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estimated based on data from previous tests conducted at WES( (also in

Buckshot clay) where both rebound and rut depth were measured. Table 16

presents the measured rut depth and the corrected rut depth (sinkage)
(1)using the results of the Phase II study while Table 17 gives the measured

rut depths for the sand tests. Very little rebound occurs in sand type soils

and consequently the rut depths were used as sinkages.

The results of the braked drag predictions are summarized in

Table 18 for the clay soil tests and in Table 19 for the sand soil tests.

Comparisons between the predicted braking drag using Equations (30) and

(31) and the measured braking drag (results of Table 18 and 19) are shown

in Figures 41 and 42 for clay and sand respectively. In both Figures,

*207o lines are shown in order to provide an estimate of the accuracy of

the prediction technique. Considering the limitations which exist in

preparing uniform soil test beds and the accuracy with which tests measure-

ments on soil can be taken, the results as shown in Figures 41 and 42 are

quite favorable.

Boeing Tests

(7)
The Boeing Company in 1964, carried out a series of aircraft

field tests including both rolling and braking tire conditions using a Boeing

367-80 (KC-135 prototype) aircraft. The tests were conducted on a lean

clay lake bed located at Harpers Lake, California. The aircraft was

equipped with a high flotation landing gear (basic 707 type bogie) with

46 x 16, Type VII tires. Only one braking test was conducted on soil

and a summary of the test variables and the resulting measured braking

coefficient (RB /P) as well as the predicted braking coefficient are shown

in Table 20.

Douglas Tests

Douglas Aircraft Company also ran a series of aircraft on

soil field tests in 1964-65 using a C-SA prototype landing gear configuration.
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The test program which was also conducted at Harpers Lake, California,

included rolling aircraft tests 'ind a limited number of braking tests on a

soil runway. Although tire data was not specified, the tires were very

likely 40 x 14, Type VII tires. The braking tests were conducted on a lean

clay with a CBR rating of 16. Analysis of soil strength data, however,

indicates that the rated CBR 16 runway had CBR values ranging from 8

to 34 which certainly influenced the resulting measured braking coefficients.

A summary of the test variables and the resulting comparisons using the

braking prediction equations is given in Table 21.

The results as given in Table 21 show the predicted braked drag

ratio to bc significantly higher than the measured. These differences are

likely related to the magnitude of the sinkages used in the prediction

equations. Due to the variability in soil strength at the test site, the

estimated sinkages shown in Table 21 could be considerably in error.

Based on the results of the comparative study, the braked drag

prediction equations developed herein can be used as a first approximation

for determining aircraft braking perfoimance on soil runways. These

braking equations which were developed for sand and clay type soil can

also be used to bracket the braked drag ratios for intermediate type soils.

3. Finite Element Braking Analysis

As indicated previously, the interaction of aircraft tires and soil

runways while an aircraft is being braked is a complex phenomenon. In

actuality, braking does not occur inctependently of othcr equally compli-

cated effects such as the rolling action of the tires, the speed of the air-

craft, and turning. Additionally, the proximate tires interact, the

behavior is three-dimensional, the composition and material properties

of soils are usually uncertain, etc.

The purpose of this section is to outline the numerical approach

currently under development for the prediction of the cinkage of aircraft
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tires during braking. In order to study the effects of braking on sinkage,

braking is isolated from other effects such as those mentioned above.

It may be appropriate at a later time to attempt to include as many factors

as possible in a single analysis; however, the approach outlined below has

been adopted to obtain an initial, "first-cut", grasp of the braking

phenomenon.

The rcmainder of this section is presented in four principal parts.

(1) The first part contains a description of the specific problem which will

be considered. The problem definition includes: a listing of the physical,

geometric, and material assumptions which are made (e. g., isolation of

braking effects, plane strain, etc.); a description of the simulated loading;

a description of the region of half-space in which a solution will be

obtained; and a discussion of the assumed boundary conditions at the

extremities of the region of solution. (2) The second part contains a brief

description of the mathematical model which is intended to represent the

behavior of an idealized sample of soil subjected to simulated weight and

brake loadings. This discussion contains: the proposed finite element;

the assumed displacement state for the finite element; the resulting stiffness

matrix; and a possible finite element modeling of the soil sample. (3) The

third part contains a description of the solution procedure which is pro-

posed (load-incrementation technique). (4) The last part contains a brief

summary of tie current progress of the development of the finite element

braking analysis.

PART I - Problem Definition

The idealized problem considered is defined below by listing the

assumptions ;ýnd discussing the loading, region of solution, and boundary

conditions.

As•: Imptions

- A single wheel is in contact with the sample of soil under

consideration.



- Only the effects of vertical loading and braking are con-

sidered (the aircraft is not turning, the soil surface is smooth, etc.).

- The deformation of the soil material under the loading

considered results in a state of plane strain. This is equivalent to

assumrn-ug that the tire is infinite in width. Sidewall shear is, therefore,

neglected; however, this is most likely a secondary effect. Consequently,

the problem is reduced to two dimensions.

- The loading is assumed to be applied slowly so that accel-

eration effects of the soil can be neglected.

Loading

Figure 43 shows the portion of the half-plane which is loaded

by a uniform vertical pressure, p n' and a uniform shear distribution, Ps"

The indicated loading is intended to represent a very simplified simulation

of the effect of an aircraft tire during braking. The shear distribution,

Ps, is a function of the contact-area between the tire and the soil, t~e

cohesion, the friction angle, and the percent slip between the tire'and the

soil. The loading is assumed to remain constant during the deformation.

Region of Solution

Thus far the problem has been reduced to a loaded half-space.

In order to effect a solution by numerical means, however, the extent

of the region affected by the load must be restricted to be finite. Figure 44

shows two possible approaches. In Figure 44a, a rectangular area has been

designated as the region of solution while a semicircular area is indicated

in Figure 44b. In each case, an attempt is maie to select the dimensions

of the region so that the ioad has negligible influence on the displacements

at the extremities of the region.

Boundary Conditions

- Under the load the normal stress is equal to the uniform

vertical prcssure (p n) and the shear stress is equal to tile uniform shear

distribution (p s) (Figure 44).
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- The shear and normal stresses are zero on the remainder

of the soil surface.

- The displacements are zero on the artificial boundaries

which limit the extent of the soil medium (Figure 44).

PART 2 - Mathematical Model

The technical literature pertaining to the elastic-plastic analysis of

structures by the finite element method has been reviewed and evaluated.

A comparative study of the most pertinent sources appearing in the
(24)

literature through 1967 is given by Marcal"24. It has been determined

that the best existing approach to the prediction of elastic-plastic response

is the technique presented in Reference 24 and explained in greater detail

in Reference 25 . Essentially, the method involves applying the loading

in small increments and performing a linearized direct stiffness analysis

at each stage of the load incrementation. The mathematical model is the

incremental potential energy of an assembled set of finite elements. The

discretized stiffness equations are based on assumed finite element dis-

placement approximations since a potential energy formulation is basically

a displacement formulation. The primary disadvantage of Marcal's tech-

nique is that the predicted stress state is discontinuous between the

individual elements; this situation is common to all displacement approaches,

however. One valuable attribute of the method is that it is equallj appli-

cable to both perfectly plastic and work hardening materials.

It is believed that an improved method for solving elastic-plastic
(26)

problems can be developed by using an incremental Reissner energy

expression rather than an incremental potential energy formulation -s the

mathematical model. The Reissner energy treats both displacements

and stresses as primary variables. Therefore, the discretized stiffness

equations will be based on assumed finite element stress and displacemenw

states rather than just assumed element displacement states. Conseq lently,

it will be possible to obtain continuous stresses as well as continuous
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displacements with a Reissner energy formulation. Some of the principal

characteristics of the method to be used for predicting the sinkage of

braked aircraft tires are outlined below.

Finite Element

Two different finite elements are considered as possible candidates

for the modeling of the region of solution: a rectangular element (Figure 45)

and a triangular element (Figure 46). The displacement and stress approx-

imations within each of the two types of finite elements are taken as bilinear

functions of the spatial variables in the form:

f (r)(x, y) = c1 + C2x + C3y + c4 xy (32)

f(t) (x, y) = d1 + d 2x + d 3y (33)

where the superscripts r and t refer to the rectangular and triangular

elements, respectively. The function f(x, y) represents any of the dis-

placement and stress variables u, v, a , a , a . Both forms of thex y xy

approximating functions given in Equations (32) and (33) contain sufficient

generality to insure continuous displacements and stresses across the

common boundaries of interfacing elements.

As in the normal application of the finite elerr ent method, the

displacement and stress approximations can be expressed in terms of the

nodal values by evaluating Equations (32) and (33) at the nodes (Figure 45

or 46) and solving for the constants c., i='1, 2, 3, 4 or d., i--1, 2, 3 depending1 1

on which element type is utilized. For example, the displacement and

stress states of a rectangular finite element can be put in the form

u

v

S= ~iP(xy).1i[6 (34)

xy
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where 51 is a vector which contains the nodal values of the stresses

and displacements and (P(x, y) I is a vector of bi-linear functions of x and

y. The vector of nodal variables, f61 contains 20-elements since there

are 4-nodal values (in the case of the rectangular element) for each of the

6-variables u, v, 7 , a , and a
x y xy

Stiffness Matrix

The Reissner energy for a typical finite element in plane strain

which is situated within the interior of an assemblage of finite elements

can be written as

T= Jf fjXuX + ayvy + C(U +v _(1-,2))(y 2C)R A x y ,y y , y , X E. y

- 2V(l+V) 0x a + 2(l+ V) T 2  dxdy (35)
x y xy

Substituting the assumed displacement and stress states given by

Equations (32) and (33) into the Reissner energy expression and performing

the indicated integrations over the element area results in a quadratic form

in the nodal variables

7r 2 Lbji Ck] (36)

where ýkl is the stiffness matrix associated with the Reissner energy.

The total Reissner energy of an assembled set of finite elements

can be written as

' L J I47R 2 U K A . [}(7

where :A' is a vector containing the independent, non-imposed nodal

variables, K1 is the assembled stiffness matrix, and (P) is a vector of

imposed nodal displacements or stresses. The first term in Equation (37)

is the total Reissner energy of an assemblage of elements and the second

term is interpreted as the external work associated with imposed stresses

and displacements (boundary conditions).
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Invoking the stationary Reissner energy principal, Equation (37)

implies that

[K] (A) = (PI (38)

from which the unknown nodal displacements and stresses can be

determined by
(&I = [K1- 1P] (39)

Typical Finite Element Modeling

Figure 47 shows a typical finite element modeling of the region

of solution of Figure 44b using triangular elements. In this case, the

material in the vicinity of the loading has been modeled with small

elements while increasingly larger elements are used tcuward the extremity

of the region. Typical modeling of the region in Figure 44a is not shown

here since it is more or less obvious. Note that the uniform normal and

shear distributions have been converted into equivalent concentrated node

forces. The eventual solution to the problem may or may not require a

more refined modeling than the one shown.

PART 3 - Solution

If the soil material were completely elastic in nature, the solution

could be obtainc-1 by applying Equation (39) a single time. The material,

however, is assumed to be elastic-plastic. Therefore, if the stresses in

an element are of such a magnitude that plastic deformation occurs the

stiffness matrix for that element depends on the stress state and is no

longer constant. Clearly, this makes the assembled stiffness matrix

nonconstant also. Consequently, the solution procedure will be to express

the Reissner energy in terms of incremental stresses and displacements

and derive an "incremental stiffness matrix" which includes the effects

of plastic flow as well as initial stresses and displacements. The loading

applied to the soil surface will then he applied in smtall incremt'nt.- and at
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each stage of the loading the stiffness matrices will be updated for those

elements which have yielded. The total deformation and stress states

caused by the applied loading will be obtained by summing the incremental

stresses and displacements obtained during each load increment. The

residual displacement state (sinkage) and stress state which remains

after unloading will be obtained by the solution described above minus

a completely elastic solution.

PART 4 - Progress-to-Date

- An appropriate incremental Reissner energy expression for

two-dimensional, plane strain, clastic-plastic problems has been derived.

- Finite element stiffness relations based on tLe Reissner energy

principle have been derived for rectangular elements with bilinear,

assumed stress and displacement states. The bilinear variation is

sufficient to assure interelement stress and displacement continuity and

solution accuracy can be controlled by varying the number and size of

the finite elements used to model the region of solution.

- A tebt computer program has been nearly completed. No

example cases have been treated as yet.

4. Braked Wheel Verification Tests

The siinplifying assumptions made in the development of the

braking analysis equations (Equations S0 and 31) as well as the results

of the comparative study certainly points to the need for additional

braked tire on soil performance data from both controlled laboratory

testing and full scale field tests. Currently scheduled a a port of this

continuing research effort are a series of Braked Wheel Verification Tests.

These tests will begin in early February. 1971 and the results of these

tests wili very likely lead to some modification in Equations (30) and (31).
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SECTION IV

ADDITIONAL STUDIES IN TIRE/SOIL INTERACTION

1. Singl. Wheel Comparative Study

Under Phase II of the research program, a single wheel simulation

computer program was developed for predicting sinkages in sand and clay

soil of moving aircraft tires. The results from the development of this

program which used a lumped parameter approach are available elsewhere~l.

Subsequent to this computer program development, a number of comparisons

were made between predicted sinkages as determined from the computer

program usage and the experimentally determined sinkages from the

Single Wheel Verification Tests of Phase IIM. The results of this com-

parative study are given below.

The results of the comparisons are shown in Table 22 for Tests

No. 8, 9, 10, 12, and 19 in clay soil of the Single Wheel Verification

Tests . Loading and soil parameters used in the sinkage prediction were

taken from data developed from these tests (1. Reference to Table 22

indicates that in 3 cases the predicted sinkages were within 1676 of the

measured sinkages. Differeaices in the other two cases compared ranged

up to approximately 4074.

In order to study the influence of varying such parameters as

cohesion, Young's modulus, and duration of pulse while holding other

parameters consitant, an additional series of runs were made using the

single wheel simulation computer program. A summary of the additional

cases is shown in Table 23.

The results of varying the cohesion and Young's modulus are

shown in Figure 48. In this graph, the sinkage characteristic (defined as

the instantaneous sinkage divided by the footprint length) is plotted against
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TABLE 22

SINKAGE PREDICTION BY STATIONARY PULSE LOAD COMPUTER
PROGRAM COMPARED WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(CLAY SOILS)

Vertical Peak Experi-
Test Load Pressure E c mental Analytical

No. (lbs) p(psi) (psi) (psf) (deg) Sinkage Sinkage
P Pmax Z, (inch) Z, (inch)

High Strength Clay

8 2019 21.3 575 560 1 0.39 0.33

9 1000 17.9 575 560 1 0.30 0.17

10 1494 25. 1 575 560 1 0.52 0.68

Low Strength Clay

12 995 10.5 178 230 1 0.91 1.03

19 503 9.6 178 230 1 0.60 0.68
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TABLE 23

ADDITIONAL SINKAGE PREDICTION CASES - CLAY SOIL

Verti- Con- Peak

Test Soil cal tact Pres- Time
No. Type Load Area sure p E c Duration

P(lbs) A(in 2 ) lFrax(Psi) (psi) (psf) (deg) (sec)

8 Clay 2019 94.8 21.3 575 450 1 0.1

"ii "i "I "I 500

I, ,, .I TV ,,,, 560 " "

"II Ti "I I" "I 425 ,, , I ,,

9 1000 55.8 17.9 575 450 "

,, ,, ,, ,, "I " 500 "

"i "T "I "I "I "i 5 6 0 T "

10 1494 59. 5 25. 1 450 " "

"" I t I" I" "1 560 " "

1 I' 2016 57.9 34.8 1 450 "

12 " 995 95.0 10.5 178 230 "

" " " "I 1" " " 0..05

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,I ,, 0.01

" " " "I "I T" 255 0 0. 1
"I "I "I "T "T IT 280 "I

"I "I "I "I "I IT 350 "

19 " 503 52.3 9.6 230 T "

"I "I "I "I "I TI 2 5 5 " "

"I "I "I "I "I "I 280 " "

"I "I "I "I "I "I 350 "
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the load-strength ratio (defined as the average tire contact pressure, c,

divided by the average cone index of the soil). Shown in the same graph

are experimental data previously compiled from the literature. The

analytically predicted results showa trend of dependence on the dimensionless

parameter, o'/E, where E is Youngts modulus of elasticity. For lower

values of load strength ratio (<0. 5), the analytically predicted sinkage

ratios are quite close to the experimental results. This indicates that

the computer program simulation is satisfactory. But for higher load

strength ratios, the predicted sinkages are larger than their corresponding

experimental results, and the trends are indicated by the solid line curves.

This trend of higher sinkage occurs because a non-strain hardening soil

model was used and for a/CI >0. 5, the pressures were many times
avg

greater than the limiting yield strength.

The results of varying the time duration of the load pulse are

shown in Figure 49. In this graph, the time duration of the load pulse was

converted to horizontal ground velocity of the aircraft based on the relation-

ship given in Reference 13. The sinkage decreases as the velocity in-

creases. The known increase of sinkage in the Region III velocity range

does not occur in this instance because the stationary load sinkage pre-

diction computer program cannot account for the plowing and hydroplaning

effects of the high speed forward motion.
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SECTION V

MULTIWHEEL FLOTATION CRITERIA AND RESEARCH PLANNING

1. Multiwheel Flotation Criteria

The multiwheel flotation criteria described herein is an extension

of the previously developed single wheel flotation criteria'l). The

multiwheel criteria permits the evaluation of aircraft flotation performance

rather than single tire performance. It also will permit aircraft designers

to determine optimum landing gear configuration (twin, tandem, spacing,

etc. ) for aircraft leading to drag minimization.

The basis of the multiple wheel drag criteria is the previously

defined multiple wheel drL.; modifier (see Section II, Part 4) which leads

to the definition of the multi-wheel drag ratio as

(FI)M = Rl)SM (40)

where
R

{) = single wheel drag ratio
MM = multiple wheel drag modifier

By using the following definition of terms,

N = total number of wheels per landing gear

N = number of wheels (of N) in a twin situation
n

N = number of wheels (of N) in a tandem-tracking situationm
N = number of wheels (of N) in a tandem-nontracking situation

r
K = drag modifier for twin wheel situation (see Figure 50)n

K = drag modifier for tandem-tracking situation (see Figure 51)m
K =drag modifier for tandem-nontracking situation (see

r

Figure 52)

the drag variations due to multiple wheel configurations are given by
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N (R-K R) = drag increase or decrease due to twin wheel effects
n n

N m(R-K mR) = drag increase or decrease due to tandem-tracking

wheel effects

N r(R-K rR) = drag increase or decrease due to tandemn-nontracking

wheel effects.

where

R = single wheel drag.

The resulting multiwheel drag per tire is then given as

" N N N

(R)multiwheel per tire N R - {lKn) -(-Km N)r-(I (41)

and the multiwbe'el drag ratio becomes

RN NR R') l lK) [I-_[ (1-Kin)+÷---!(l-r(
JPý (1- )+M (42)

The multiple wheel drag modified becomes then

R
MN N N

mMM r ( N m)+,(1K (43)(R.)S -M [1l- (l..Kn)+1..(Km+"-(lK

The results of the multiwheel drag analysis presented in Section II were

used to develop the drag modifier relationships, (1-K ), (1-K ), and

(1-K ) shown in Figures 50, 51, and 52. The curves shown in Figures 50,r

51, and 52, reflect the results of all the work conducted to date on

multiple wheel interaction effects and represent an attempt to bracket these

results while still trying to indicate hgh and low sinkage magnitudes. High

sinkages are defined as greater than approximately one inch while low

sinkages generally are less than one-half inch. In order to facilitate the

determination of MM. Equation 43 was put into nomographic form as shown

in Figure 53.

The current multiple wheel drag criteria is defined for the Region II

velocity range. Extensions of this criteria to Regions I and III will be

made as analytical and experimental results become available. Based on
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available evidence, it is unlikely that the relative flotation capacity as

defined for Region II will change when considering Regions I and III

(although the absolute drag ratios will change).

2. Multiple Wheel Flotation Criteria Example

In order to illustrate the use of the multiple wheel flotation index,

(FI)M, an example was prepared using the C-5A aircraft., In order to

arrive at (FI)M, the single wheel flotation index, (FI)s, as determined from

Figure 54 is required.

C-5A FLOTATION RATING

Given the C-5A aircraft, calculate the Multiwheel Drag Ratio,

(R/P)M, for the normal landing weight and tire deflection on a CBR 8

(250 CI) clay soil.

Known Information

- Clay Soil, CI = 250avg

- C-5A landing gear configuration (Figure 55)

- Tire size is 49 x 17-26 PR Type VII

- Load distribution to Main Gear (max) is 94. 2%,

641, 200 x 0.942
P(per tire) = 24 = 25,200 lbs.

- Normal tire deflection is 35%

- Normal landing weight is 641,200 lbs.

Solution

A. Using Reference 27, all tire data and parameters can

be calculated for the main gear.

Tire diameter, D = 48. 4 in.

Tire width, b = 16.7 in.

Tire deflection, d = 4. 36 in.

Tire print length, 1 = 13.86 in.

Tire contact area, A = 240 sq. in.

Tire load, P = 25.2 kips
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Figure 55. C-5A Landing Gear Configuration
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B. Using the nomograph in Figure 54, calculate the single

wheel performance:

a. Calculate P/CI a0 = 101avg 250

b. Intersect 240 sq. in. (A 2 ) with P/Clavg 101, which

gives a/CI = 0. 42
avg

c. Move horizontally to intersect the cohesive (clay) line

-22and down vertically to get Z /A 5. 0 x 102

d. Intersect Z/A = 5 x 10"2 with A= 13.9 to get Z = 0.7"

e. Intersect Z = 0. 7" with D = 48. 4" to get

(FI)S = (R/P)S = 0. 065

C. Using Figures 50, 51, 52 and 53, calculate the Multiwheel

Modifier, MM:

a. Calculate the spacing parameters m, n, and r.

As the multiwheel criteria is limited in its scope,

some simplifying assumptions must be made to rate

all aircraft landing gear configurations. The C-5A

main landing gear consists of two identical units of

12 tires each as indicated in Figure 55. The MM

for either unit is identical and the calculations will

be based on the following assumptions.

ASSUMPTIONS

- Assume that all eight center tires in the indicated

unit (shaded in Figure 55) act as tandem-tracking

tires at S = 65".
m

- Assume that all 12 tires in the indicated unit act

as twin tires at S = 42" even though the actual
n

S ranges from -3411 to 53".
n

- Interaction effects due to tandern-nontracking tires

are negligible (see Figure 52).

Then:
S m 651" n 42"

m = -D = 48. 4" ' 1.4 n - =2.5
D 48.4" b 16,.7"
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b. Determine the Drag Modifiers:

- From Figure 50, for clay soil, move vertically

from n=2. 5 to a point between the two lines. The

upper line represents the relation for sinkages

of 1" or greater, the lower line represents sinkages

of 0. 5" or less. Therefore, for Z = 0. 7" (see

above) the point should be =1/2 the distance between

the lines. Now move horizontally to read

(1-K n) = 0.0.

- From Figure 51, for clay soil, move vertically

from m=1. 4 to a point between the two lines keeping

in mind the relative values of the sinkages. Move

horizontally from the extrapolated value to read

(1-Kn) -0. 10.

c. Determine the wheel configuration parameters

NN n 12

N =12- 1.0

Nm 8N - =0.67N 12

d. Enter Figure 53 and determine MM:

N

v O-K n 0. 0

N
-M(1-Kn) -0.067
N m

Total -0.067

M = I - (-0.067) = 1.060

•, Determine the Multiwheel Drag Ratio

(R /P)M=MM(R/P)s= 1. 067x0. 065=0. 069
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Note that this value is slightly different from that which

would be calculated if the exact equations were used versus

the general equations used to construct the single wheel

nomograph

3. Current Aircraft Flotation Ratings

The procedure as detailed above was used to evaluate the currently

used cargo type military aircraft as to their relative flotation capacity.

The ratings are based on the Multiwheel Drag Ratio, (R/P) M, using the

specific conditions listed in Figure 56 which also shows the resulting ratings

in a chart format. The most commonly used aircraft type tires have been

previously rated for flotation capacity and their ratings can be found in

Reference 1.

4. Summary of Flotation Criteria

A summary of the current state of the art in aircraft flotation

criteria is presented in Table 24. This table is an attempt to present in

a summary fashion all of the current flotation criteria as developed by

both UDRI and others.

5. Research Planning

As a part of the continuing research program by the Air Force,

research planning in knowledge deficient areas has been conducted as a

part of the current effort. The planning efforts to date have been in the

areas of braking, multipass, and speed. The results of these planning

efforts are currently under review by AFFDL/FEM.

b. Current Research Results and Reports

In order to provide an up to date overview of the current research

work being conducted in the areas of aircraft flotation and vehicle

mobility, the University has established a research library. Efforts

are continually made to obtain the results of past and on-going research

programs from governmental and private agencies. The library system
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AIRCRAFT FLOTATION RATINGS
(R/P)

M

0.00

C-1Z3 ,-- C-119G
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C-131E C-5A

C-130E

C-133- The aircraft listed are
( rated based on ( ata

0 . 1 5 -C-I35A taken from References
o 27, 28, and 29,
Susing the conditions
o listed below:

KC 97G Vo Soil Strength=8 CBR
0. 0 I (250 CI)

6) Normal Landing " 127)
" Normal Tire Deflection

L Clay Type Soil

0. C- 141 A

0.30I

Figure 56. Cargo Type Aircraft Flotation Ratings
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currently has over 1000 documents on file. Due to the increasing volume

of technical reports and literature reviewed and stored in the library

system, it became necessary to expedite the indexing and retrieval

process through an information system. The system selected is referred

to as the KWIC index system and its development is available through

servicesprovided by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The KWIC index

is a machine generated printed listing of documents which uses the

keywords in the document's title as the retrieval key. The KWIC index

displays on continuous computer printout sheets (which are bound in book

form) each significant word of the title alphabetically in the center of the

page. The KWIC index also identifies the author on the same linhe as the

title. All flotation related research articles are then stored alphabetically

by the author names. Those articles having no identified author are

numbered consecutively and located by this number since it also appears

in the KWIC index.
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SECTION V!

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

1. Conclusions

The results of the landing gear/soil interaction research effort

have shown that:

1. The effects of geometric configuration (twin, tandem, etc.)

are a significant factor in defining the multiple wheel drag

ratio, (R/P)M.

Z. Results from the plate tests, analytical solux4on, and the

.nultiple wheel tests are in general agreement as to load and

sinkage interaction effects.

3. Proper twin spacing is more critical Lhan tandem spacing in

minimizing rolling drag.

4. Large increases in sinkage occur for braked tires on sand

while only slight increases in sinkage occur for braked tires

on clay.

5. The braking prediction equations were partially vLrified and

are suitable co use on a preliminary basis for predicting braked

tire on soil drag ratios.

6. The analytical sinkage prediction equation is a reliable pre-

diction techr,.que f r clays in the lower sinkage range. High

sinkage sit iationa cannot be predicted accurately because of

the lack of strain hardening ;n the current soils model.

7, The single wheel drag ratio, (FI)S, has been modified to a

multiple wheel drag ratio, (FI)M. Tt-is multiple wheel dra-

ratio can now be used to detey-mine the flotation performrance

of aircraft during takeoff operations.

2. Recommendations for Reseý.rch

Imrumediate efforts for landing gear/soil intcraction and flotation

criteria research should he directed At the iollowing art-as.
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1. High speed (Region III) sinkage and drag performance for

rolling tires.

2. Additional verification of the braking sinkage and drag analysis

equations.

3. Incorporation of strain hardening in the currently used soils

model.

Long range flotation research efforts should include:

1. Multiple pass (operations) effects as related to runway deteriora-

tion and operational capability.

2. Landing gear loads in turning operations.

3. Effects of roughness on the flotation performance of aircraft

on soil runways.
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APPENDIX I

TWIN PLATE-VERTICAL LOAD TEST PROGRAM,

SOIL TESTS PREPARATION,

PROCEDURES, AND UNIFORMITY TESTS
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Soil Class.iication

The two soils selected for testing were sand (mixture of mortar

sand and Yuma sand) and buckshot clay. The grain size distribution for

the sand is given in F'igure :, -n(" •he grain size distribution and limits

properties for the buckshot clay are given in Figure 58. The intent of the

soil placement was to provide a uniform soil test section. The cone

penetrometer could then evaluate the soil strength. The results of the

moisture-density deterriinations for the test sections are summarized

in Table 25.

TABLE 25

MOISTUR E-DENSIrY DATA

Average Conditions

Dry Density Moisture Content
Soil Type vd (pcf) W (7)

Sand (IS to 12S) 95.4 1.5

Clay IC 87.7 27.5

2C 82.3 29.0

ýC 85.9 27.0

4C 75.5 29. 1

5C 82. 1 27.3

6C 97.4 27.5

7C 82.6 28. 3

8C 85.2 29. 3

C 92.0 27.8

Soil Preparation

a. Sand

A standard sand soil placement and density preparation

t(,chniqut, was used in an effort to develop an acceptable uniformity of
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soil section for testing. After placement of the sand in the test box,

a 1/4" thick steel plate was placed on the soil surface as a uniform sur-

charge completely covering the soil surface.

The box with the surcharge load was then placed on the load

platform in the MTS load frame. An aluminum block was centered on the

steel plate and a small pressure was applied by actuating the MTS hydraulic

loading system. Once this small pressure was applied, the MTS load

system was programmed to vibrate the sand under a sawtooth type load

with a peak intensity of 150 lbs. at a frequency of 7 cps until 0. 2 of an

inch downward movem-nt of the soil surface occurred (determined by

observing the sinkage trace on the Visicorder). The application of an

initial pressure insured that contact was maintained by the load piston

throughout the vibration process. A number of trial and error procedures

were used in arriving at the peak intensity and frequency selected for

compacting the soil. Each time the sand was to be vibrated, the sand

was thoroughly mixed to bring it back to a loose condition.

b. Clay

Buckshot clay, a fine grained soil found in the Vicksburg,

Mississippi region, was shipped to the University in a premixed condition

at a moisture content of approximately M7 •o to 28i0 in sealed containers

by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (WES) located in Vicksburg. The

se1tction of buckshot clay which exhibits a consistent water content-

strength relationship ýias made to permit comparisons %kith prevkous and

future tests conducted by the University on the same soil.

Before compaction, the test box was lined with a plastic sheet

to reduce moisture loss. An approximate 2-1/2 inch layer of loose

soil was placed in the box and compacted by 100 blows from a standard

Proctor hammer. A total of 4 layers were so placed, which constituted

the test section. Each layer was scarified before the placement ut the

next layer. The soil surface was leveled and suitable measurements made

to define the wet density of the placed soil.
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The top of the test box was then covered with a plastic sheet

and stored in a moist room for 3 days prior to testing. Moisture content

determinations were made on each test specimen after the loading tests.

Two moisture content samples were taken from each test specimen.

Test Procedure

a. Sand

Once the sand soil test section had been prepared, either a

cone penetration test or a plate test was conducted. For those test

sections for which only cone penetration tests were performed, three

penetrations were made: one at the center of the section, and one toward

each end of the section approximately 5" from the center. Both sinkage

and load were recorded as a function of time to a penetration of 2-1/2".

For the single plate tests, the plate loading was applied at

the center of the test section, with the sinkage and load recorded as a

function of time. The plate was penetrated at a constant rate of 12. 5"/sec.

to a depth of 1.1/4". After this plate test, three penetration tests were

conducted: one toward each end of the section approximately 5-1/2" from

the center, and one where the single plate had penetrated. The purpose

of the penetration test in the previously loaded plate region was to obtain

information on the modified soil properties.

In the twin plate testing, three different spacings between

plates were used, as described previously. In each twin plate test, both

plates were penetrated simultaneously, with sinkage and load (total load

on both plates) recorded as a function of time on the Visicorder. After

the twin plate test, one plate was removed from the test frame and the

remaining plate was used to conduct a single plate test in one of the

previous plate load regions. A cone penetration test was then conducted

in the other previously loaded plate region. Two cone penetration tests

were also performed toward each end of the test section approximately

5-1/2" from the center.
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Calibration checks on load and sinkage were made prior to

and after testing on each test section. This calibration was

accomplished by substitution of a known resistance into the circuitry

of the MTS system.

b. Clay

After the test box was placed on the MTS platform, cone

penetration tests were first run in each of the four corners of the box

(cone test Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4), approximately 2" from the edge. The

plate loading test (either single or twin) was then conducted at the center

of the test section. After each plate test (single or twin), a cone

penetration test (cone test No. 5) was conducted in the previously-loaned

plate region. For all the twin plate tests, one plate was removed and a

subsequent plate test was conducted within the remaining previous plate

test region. Finally, an additional cone penetration test (cone test No. 6)

was made in a relatively undisturbed region.

Both sinkage and force were recorded as a function of time

on the Visicorder. For twin plate tests, the recorded force was the

total force on both plates.

Uniformity Tests

a. Sand

The results of the cone penetration tests are given in

Table 26. with the penetration resistances given at depths of 1-1/4".

1-3/4"•, and 2-1/4" as determined from the Visicorder traces. The

average soil cone penetration resistancc for each penetratinn teat w*s

defined as

CPRN + (CPR• I-1/4" + CPR(a1-3/4" + CPR 2-1/4")/3 (A-I)

where N = 1. 2, 3.



TABLE 26

Sand Tests - Cone Penetration Test Results

(Initial Loading)

Test Test Resistance (CPR) in
Se.qut-nce Cone lbs. at CPRN CPRavg

No. Conments No. 1-1/4" 1-3/4' 2-1/4" (lbs) (Ibs) Dat e

IS Cone Test 1 5.8 8.1 11.3 8.4
Only 2 5. 1 7.6 10.6 7.8 (8.0) 4-3-70

3 5.4 7.4 10.3 7.6

2S 1st Single I e in plate area--
Plate Test 2 5.8 8.8 12.8 9.1 (8.2) 4-3-70

3 4.8 6.9 9.9 7.2

3S 2nd Single I *-in plate area-----a-
Plate Test 2 6.5 10.2 15.4 10.7 (II. 1) 4-3-70

3 7.8 11.2 15..5 11.5

4S Cone Tests I 7.5 11.4 17.5 12.1
Only, *1Box 2 9.1 13. 3 19.2 13.9 (13.7) 4-3-70
Jiggled 3 10.3 15.0 20.3 15.2

5S 3rd Single I *- in plate area------
Plate Test 2 6.3 9.0 12. 3 9.2 (9.7) 4-3-70

3 6.4 9.8 14.3 10.2
65 Cone Test 1 6.3 8.6 11. 3 8.7

Only 2 5.0 7. 1 10.0 7.4 (8.2) 4-3-70

3 5.4 8.3 11.8 8.5

7S 1st Twin 1 o- in plate area--
at 1-1/2D 2 6.2 9.5 13.5 9.7 (9.0) 4-3-70

3 5.3 8.4 11.3 8.3

8S 2nd Twin I as- in plate area-.---
at l-I/2D 2 5.8 8.1 10.7 8.2 (9.4) 4-3-70

3 7.4 10.5 14.0 10.6

9S Cone Test 1 4.7 6.6 9.8 7.0
Only 2 4.6 6.3 8.7 6.5 (7.6) 4-3-70

3 6.6 9.1 11.8 9.2

lOS 1st Twin I - in plate area--

at 2-1/2D 2 4.4 7.3 10.8 7.5 (8.4) 4-3-70
3 6.7 9.4 11.7 9.3

I IS 2nd Twin I a- in plate ar ea--so
at 2-1/2D 2 3.6 5. 1 7. 1 5.3 (5.4) 4-3-70

3 3.9 5.4 7.4 5.6

12S 1st Twin I *- in plate area-
at 4D 2 5.5 7.8 10.6 8.0 (7.0) 4-3-70

3 4.2 6.0 8.1 6.1

) (2) ) Typical Cone Test Locations
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The average soil strength (or resistance) for each test section in which

plate tests were conducted, the results of which were used in the analysis,

was given by

CPR + CPR3
CPRav = (A-2)

avg Z

In general, the results of the penetration tests in sand show

that each test section 3xnibited a relatively uniform soil strength, but

that significant variations did occur in soil strength between test sections.

To allow for these F r.rength variations between test sections, a dinension-

less quantity (F avg/CPRavg was used in comparing the results of the plate

tests.

b. Clay

"The results of the cone penetration tests are given in Table 27,

with the cone penetration resistances (CPR) given at depths of 1/2"and I",

in addition to the average cone penetration resistance reached subsequent

to the full penetration of the cone tip (CPRF). The average cone penetra-

tion resistance (CPR unif) for each test section, the results of which were

usec3 in the analysis, was determined by averaging the uniform penetration

resistance reached in cone tests nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Reference .o Table 27 shows the variation in strength between

test sections. Note that two different stiffness ranges were selected

to insure that the test results would be representative over a strength

range.

Four of the nine ,repared clay test sections exhibited a slight

(ni070o) loss in strength with depth (Test Sequence Nos. 3C, 5C, 7C,

and 9C), and two of the nine test sections exhibited a slight increase in

strength with depth (Test Sequence Nos. IC and 8C). Dimensionless

quantities (F avg/CPR unif) were used in all comparative analyses between

tests.
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TABLE 27

Clay Tests - Cone Penetration Test Results

(Initial Loading)

T.,st Test CPR in
Sequence Cone lb. at CPRF CPRunif Date

No. Comments No. I/ "' ' * *

IC 1st Single 1 3.6 13. 3 33.4
Plate Test 2 4,6 16.9 37. 5

3 5. 1 17.5 35.5 35.0 33. Q 4-20-70
4 4.1 14.5 33.6
5 * in plate area
6 ... ---- 33.9

2C 1st Twin 1 3.0 10.7 22.2

at I-1/2D 2 3.0 8.7 15.7

3 --..--- 25.0 21.3 21. 3 4-20-70

4 3.0 10.2 22.3
5 w- in plate area -
6 21.3

3C 1st Twin I ... .... ....
at 2-1/2D 2 6.2 19.8 35.6

3 4. 5 19. 3 34. 2 35.7 34.4 4-20-70

4 7. 3 21.2 37.4
5 -- in plate area-.--4
6 ... ---- 34.4

4C 2nd Single 1 3.4 10.2 19.5
Plate 2 3.8 10.7 20. 1

3 3.7 11.0 21.6 21.2 21.7 4-22-70
4 3.8 12. 1 23.4
5 -a- in plate area
6 --- ---- 21.7

5C 1st Twin 1 5.4 17. 5 30.6
at4D 2 3.9 15.0 26.8

3 --- ---- ---- 28.2 29.0 4-22-70
4 5.0 15.2 27.1

5 i in plate area --- a-
6 . . .- - - - 2 9 . 0

6C 2nd Twin 1 3.6 13.9 29.0

at 2-1/2D 2 4.5 14.8 28.8
3 3.6 13.6 36.9 27.9 25.0 4-22-70

4 4. 3 14. 3 27.0
5 w- in plate area ---
6 --- ---- 25.0

7C 3rd Single 1 5.4 17. 3 31.8

Plate 2 6.2 18.9 32. 3
3 6.2 19. 3 30. 1 31.2 30. 3 4.24-70
4 5.4 15.7 30.7

5 &-- in plate area --

6 --. ---- 30. 3

8C 2nd Twin 1 3.7 10.5 21.0

at 1-1/2D 2 6.2 19.4 ----

3 4.5 13.6 19.4 20.0 19.3

( ( Typical 4 3.9 12.3 19.S
5 * in plate area --- do

Cone Test 6 - --- ---- 19. 3
Location 1 5.4 17. 5 27.8

2-.-- . ..
3 6.8 19.3 25.5 26.1 26.7

L 4 --- ---- 25.1

5' - in plate area --- m
6 .. ---- 26.7

Average of Cone Test Nos. 1. 2. 3. and 4

, Cone Test No. 6
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APPENDIX ii

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

FOR THE TWO DIMENSIONAL PLANE STRAIN

MULTIWHEEL VERTICAL PULSE LOAD PROBLEM

- TWIN WHEEL SIMULATION
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Governing Equations

The equations of continuum elasticity and plasticity used in the

lumped parameter iteration method are listed in this section in the form

applicable to the lumped parameter model.

a. Dynamic Equations of Motion

= (i+l,j+l) - a (ij) T r (ij+l) - T .(i+l,j)
pU)(i, j) = -T V 2 7 + " Ti i (A-3)

a C (i, j+1) - ac(i+l, j) T -n(i+1, j+1) - T •(i, j)
pV(i, j) = h .- + h -- (A-4)

where

U and V are the displacements in the Tj and C directions, respectively;

a and a are the nozmal stresses and T is the shear stress;

p is the density of the soil;

h is the grid size; and

the dots indicate time derivatives.

b. Quadrature Equations

t t -6t .t-At +(At) 2 *2.t-ASt +*.tjU = U + (At)t + 6 U (A-5)

Vt =Vt-& + (At)V1-61 + 6 2Vt-At + Vt3 (A-6)= 6

fjt = ft-t +'" A~t & U t' (A -7)
u~u +-T +u

' = 0-& At t- + t (A-8)

where

At is the time increment, and superscript (t-&) indicates the

variables of the previous load increment.
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c. Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion

The criterion states that if the yield function, f, as defined

below is less than zero, the stress point is elastic, and if f is equal to

or greater than zero, the stress point has yielded.

Yield function : f = c 1 I+ -- k (A-9)

wherre

I= +0¢ +0 (A- O)

J= [(o -CF )2 + (a, - r)2 + (a a )2 +6¶ 2] (A-II)

1= ,(o + CC) (A- 2)

2 sin• (A- 13)

- (3 - si4)

k 6c cosO = yield stress in shear (A-14)V3 ( 3- s in

c = cohesion

4= friction angle

d. Incremental Strain-Displacement Relations

AC (i j) =AU(i, j) - AU(i- 1, j -1)S= hi/j) =(A-iS )

1 ~ h/ V T

Acc(i. j) = AV(i-l, 1 - &V(i, j-l) (A-16)

AC (ij) = 0 (A-17)

AyT c(i, J) AU(i- 1,• j) -AU(i, j-l) + AV(i, j) - AV(i- 1, j-I) ({A- 18)

2h/) 7 +1 2h/V
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where A , E A , and Ac are the normal strain increments,

Ay• is the shear strain increment,

and AU = Ut - Ut'At (A-19)

AV = V - V (A-20)

e. Incremental Stress-Strain Relations

Ac IX + 2GAe 7 +BAe) (A-21)

ac XAc + 2GAec Q • ( + B AW +BAc (A-22)

ATTI =2ZGLA TI -\Q (f~ + BAe' (A-23)

where

A=AE +AC (A-24)

l+v I

Q = 4Gox (A- 26)

1 - 2 v

(I+v)(l- 2v)

G Modulua of rigidity - 2(E+v)

AW Increment work done

rA,+ .. Aer + -rrAvre( 7

and = fl if fO and AW>O (loading)
(0 if fU0 and AW<O (unloading) or f<0 (elastic)
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Then the stresses at time t are:

oY = Crt-6 + Aoy (A -28)

a = a (A 29)

T t = T -•t t (A-30)

f. Stress Correction Equations for Perfectly Plastic Yielding

(1-) )C; + rc[ (1 +6,) L - z 1kJ (A-31)

'y TI= c ) c 3I 2(ylk]A-3)

aC = (I-Tjc)C + n (I+6+62 ) - 2alk] (A-32)

T'! ._ 11 ) T ic (A - 33)

where
J " (K-cd)2  (A-34)

c 2J + 12a2 (k-2(K I)(

and

a,., and r are the corrected stresses.

Numerical Procedure for the Development of the Computer Program

For convenience in the numerical calculations, the above governing

equations are first expressed in terms of dimensionless variables. The

dimensionless variables are formed in the following manner: the variables

having a dimension of stress are divided by the yield stress in shear,

k (see Equation A-14); variables having a dimension of length are divided

by t'hu width, a, of the applied surface pressure strip; and the time is

divided by the time duration of the pulse, td*

The pulse curve of the applied pressure on the surface on the soil

is approximated by linear segments. For each segment, the change in
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pressure through an increment of time is determined. For each incre-

ment of time the stresses at the fictitious stress points in the plane (j=l)

are changed based on the pressure increments of the particular linear

segment of the approximate pulse curve. Then the following steps are

performed starting with the mass point at (i, j) (1, 1):

(1) The accelerations U. and W at time t are obtained by means

of the dynamic equations of motion, Equation (A-3), using the most

current stresses that are known at time t (if not known, those at time

t-At are used).

(2) The accelerations at time t and the accelerations, velocities,

and displacements at time t-&t are then substituted into the quadrature

equations, Equations (A-5 to A-8), to give U, V, 6 and V at time t. Then the

incremental displacements, WUt and AVt are obtained from Equations

(A-19) and (A-20).

(3) The stresses at the two stress points immediately below the

mass point (i, j) are recalculated according to the following steps for

each stress point:

(i) The yield indicating table is checked to determine if the

stress point had yielded. (Initially, the table would indicate all stress

points to be elastic).

(ii) The incremental strains at time t are calculated using

the incremental strain-displacement relations, Equations (A-15 to A-18).

(iii) The stress increments are then calculated from the

incremental stress strain relations, Equations (A-21 to A-23). The

stresses at the time t are then calculated by Equations (A-28 to A-30).

(iv) The newly obtained stresses are then substituted into

the yield criterion, Equation (A-9), to check if the stress point had

yielded. Th- result is then recorded in the yield indicating table. Stress

correction is performed using Equations (A-31 to A-33), if it was re-

quired.
£

(4) Steps I through 3 are repeated for the rest of the mass points,

proceeding from the axis of symmetry toward the right and then raw by

row downward.
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(5) Using the new stresses obtained for all the stress points,

steps 1 through 4 are repeated, thus starting the iteration cycle. This

is done until the desired accuracy is reached.

(6) Steps 1 through 5 are repeated for the subsequent time

increments, in which the applied pressure on the boundary is incremented

according to the vertical pulse load curve.
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APPENDIX. III

\IULTIWHEEL VERTICAL PULSE LOAD ANALYTICAL

SINKAGE PREDICTION COMPUTER PROGRAM

TWIN WHEEL SIMULATION

with

A. Sonme Preliminary Remarks About the Computer Program

B. Fortran Source Listing of the Computer Program

C. List o'Symbols
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Some Preliminary Remarks About the Computer Program

a. The load curve was assumed to be symmetrical, that is, the

peak occurs at one-half the time duration and the shape of the loading

portion of the curve is the same as that of the unloading portion. Both

portions were approximated by 20 equal linear segments. The 'basic

load curve" in the program has a peak load of 10, 000 psf, as shown in

Table 28, and the curve is scaled down proportionately in the program

for lower peak loads.

TABLE 28

BASIC LOAD CURVE

Dimensionless Time Applied Pressure in psf

0.0 0.0
0.025 -20.0
0.050 -110.0
0.075 -270.0
0. 100 -580.0
0. 125 -1050.0
0.150 -1730.0
0. 175 -2630.0
0. 200 -3750.0
0.225 -4890.0
0. 250 -58'0.0
0.275 -6770.0
0.300 -7540.0
0. 325 -8190.0
0. 350 -8730.0
0. 375 -Cj 170.0
0.400 -'1600.0

0. 425 - 4740.0
0. 4:0 - 4' 00.0
0. 4 7 - ()80. 0
0.500 -10000.0

b. One of the input data ttetins to ,he orogram is the titme I.re-

ment, DT. It is calculated pre-vious to u!- if the program %using the

(1)stability critt-rion discussed in the Phase II Final Kvwbrl( )t " e'hi" lov•|,ng

prwc-dure shoule- be .fllo-cd.
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- An approximate time increment is obtained by the formula,

(A t) - h
approx. - 2c

where h and c 1 are the grid size and the dilatational wave velocity,

respectively.

- With the above approximate time increment as a guide, a

smaller time increment, At, is chosen such that the number of increments
td
td .

in the entire load curve is a multiple of 40. This ensures that each

linear segment of the load curve will have an integral number of time

increments.

c. Since the corrmputer time required to run through a load curve

is quite long, the computer program is written such that portions of the

load curve can be run at separate times by using magnetic tape input and

output. This can be done by specifying the starting load increment

number, LB, and the ending load increment number, LEN, and setting

up tle appropriate tapes.

d. The computer run is monitored by printing out the vertical

normal stresse's, the vertical displacements, and the yield indicating

table of the region under the load intermittently; the number of load

increments skipped is given by the Index ILI. The vertical normal

stresses, vertical displacements, and yield indicating table of the rest

of the region are also printed out at a less freouent rate, and the number

of load increments skipped in this case is given by IEI. The other stresses

and displacements are not printed out because the volume of print-out

would be prohibitively large; however, at a much less frequent rate all

results of a load increment are saved on the output tape. The number

of load iný.rements skipped for this case is given by JLI. The indices

ILI, IEI, and JLI are all input data specified in the last data card.
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e. The numerical value of each element of the yield indicating

table supplies the following information:

(i) If -1.0 < YIT < 0.0, the stress point is elastic.

(ii) If -10. 015 < YIT < -10.0, the yield function is greater

than zero but has not exceeded the tolerance for yielding (which is 0. 015

in this case), thus the stress point is still considered elastic.

(iii) If 0. 0 < YIT < 10, 000, the stress point has yielded and is

loading, and no stress correction was applied. The digits to the right

of the decimal point give the stress correction factor (1- c), which is a

number between 0. 0 and 1. 0. The four digits left of the decimal point

gives the value of the yield function which is a number between 0. 0 and 1. 0.

(iv) If 30000. 0 < YIT < 40000. 0, the yield function has exceeded

the tolerances for stress correction, and stress correction has been

applied. The digits other tharn the ten thousand place digit gives the same

information as (iii).

(v) If 20000. 0 < YIT < 30000. 0, the yield function is negative

but has not gone below the tolerance (-0. 015) for becoming elastic again,

thus the stress point is still considered plastic. The digits other than

the ten thousand place digit give the same information as (iii).

(vi) If 40000. 0 < YIT < 70000. 0, the stress point is plastic and

unloading. The digits other than the ten thousand place digit give the

same information as (iii).

f. Before making a continuation run of the computer program,

with the soil medium being still all-elastic, the value of the cohesion

may be changed without affecting the results. However, since the

stresses are normalized with respect to the yield stress in shear which

is proportional to the cohesion, the values of the stresses must be con-

verted by the conversion factor, CONV, during read-in of the tape data.

This is done by specifying the control index ICV; if conve-sion is desired,

ICV=I; if conversion is not desired, ICV-O. The value of the coh,-sion of

the saved data on tape must also be specified as an input data.
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g. The procedure for running the computer program is as follows;

(1) Specify on the first data card a title of length less than

24 characters including blank spaces.

(2) Specify the next three data cards:

Second card - specify five soil parameters: weight density

(pcf), Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus (psi),

cohesion (psf), and friction angle (degree):

Third card - specify six load parameters: time duration of

load pulse (seconds), width of loaded area

(inches), peak pressure of load curve (vertical

load/contact area, psf), tolerance for un-

loading (dimensionless), the i-index of the

mass point at which the loaded area starts,

the i-index of the mass point at which the

loaded area ends.

Fourth card - specify computational parameters: space grid

size (inches), time increments (seconds, as

explained in item b), number of grids for

depth (use 30), number of grids for width

extent.

(3) The next five data cards specify the basic load curve (see

Sample Data).

(4) Specify on the tenth data card the value of the cohesion of

the saved data on tape if conversion is d,'sired. If conversion is not de-

sired, a blank card must be supplied (see Item f).

(5) Prepare two magnetic tapes; supply tape numbers for the

"setup cards". Specify on the second to the last data card these two tape

numbers arranged with the one for Unit 9 first.

(6) Specify the last data card: Twelve integer numbers are

required. Eight of them must be the following, the other four may be

specified accordingly.
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1 (LEN) (ILI) (IEI) (JLI) 0 0 0 1 9 10 0

LEN is the ending load increment number. It is desirable

to have it equal to multiples of JLI. It is also desirable to have JLI being

multiples of IEI and IEI being multiples of ILI. It is suggested to use

LEN=50, JLI=50, IEI=10, and ILI=5.

(7) To make a continuation run, the last data card is the

only card needed to be changed. The information needed to change this

card is always printed at the end of the preceding run. Only LEN needs

to be supplied by the operator.
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FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
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$SETUP 9 (TPr- 109)
SSFTUP 10 (TMPF '-10,
5JFBJOHMAP;L7Iu

SI BFTC. MUV L :-1 kt')4,VR17
C HPIfY LIJ"l Jr' UPC ESE4PC'] INST.
C PROGr'Y" Fzt). 'lUtL'7WHEEL VFRT1IC.L LOD) SI'IK'GE PREDICTInTI
C V'AIN~ p C4\LLl:Ai THE TICWJV~FRLAIDT SUOR3 )IJ7,IIES.

I .,X(38,28)9 SY(38,?81, SXY(38,28),
2 IJT ( 38, ?8 1,kU[T( 38, 21),UrfT(38,289)t UI (389281,
3 V7(38,2U),VDTC38,28),VrOUT(38,28), VI(3b,28),

4 SX~T(38,28),SYT(3e.,2H~,SXYr(38,28),YlT(3s,2S)t
5 SiC 38,78 ), W( 38, ?8),PCUC21) ,P!N(20) ,'LO(3O)
Cijw"6*!/S0''T/ VPR,WkMp Tv#DT,'.It AN1, MltIR, IF it SI,9SIKr.;.I HH,;)T-itAL9

r,,!,'3P. AP9 P,LnP, SaRLSti7,NIý11I.KTtKUtK*4,wnT

1 :,:Tt'iOT

C&LL Si;. T:., 46.99
Ct.LL rA4LC

99 ST -')

THE FCLL0,J41;," V¶ 11A SUR-ý'PqGRAM Tf) ~)FFI'4F. THEf FILES FO)R THE TAPE
U'IJITS U 9~ qt10

$IP.OAP VV L -ti

.UNOB I PiV J!JOci

.U109.C pr- J'AN!T09

UNI IrO F 1LF ,$3)RF A)Yq ,1)U-tB flt FLK2256

SORIflrj sErl1

C THIS SIl:ITJFPtITDfS Ti PiY,.%mErr-R nAT', RFAD'S DATA FRIM' TAPF, AN
C DOFS J"HFI PRFL!1VIA.RY CMULAtLTI0MJS.

SX(38t28), SYH38,28)t SXYC38,28),
2 UT(38,2BbIJ-)T(3R,2R),LJJDT(38,28), UI(38,?8)t
3 V*7(389?bfV.')T(38ati,28V--bT(38,28), V~I313,28),
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4 SXT(38,2alSYTI( 18,?8),SXYT(38,28i),YIT(38,28),
5 S7(3't,2VH, W( 38, 28) ,PCU( 21 ),9P I(20) NIL0(30)

1 . GC,P'J',CJ3,P, APt, .P,LPPSWR2,LS,V4-),14J bKTKUKNWJT
CUVNL/rI'TLBrNILI, ILP,IF1,!IFJLI 9JLL,N4Tlq14T2,NT3,!IT0,NT! ,

C READ I I A ',;fr vIR IT T VLE IF "'HF RU*-J.
REA" (59 129~) T I TLE
WRP'F U-9,144) TITLF

C READ 1`4 0T.; - f-IkST RF2AD CONSISTS 'IF SJIL PARA.MFTERS
c SFCnic RFAfl (J4S1STS 3F LOAID P~IARAMTFLRS
C ?NIkt) RFAEP VZflkNS!STS IF CT4PUT.AT10'IL PARAMETERS
C Fl'lukTlI RFV') r-INS!STS 'IF LOJAD 'CURVF

RFiP, (59100) KH;J,PJtF,C,4HI

QFAV' ('5,140) (PUJ(MI1,121)

C CALCULA"F- CT.Hr- efIlL PA'IVIEr'-'S A'ir) P'I 4T THEM JUT F0J'N REFEP(ENCE

WRI-!F (6,103)
w~ir (6,104.) ,KHi,P'l,17,r-,r2,Cl
WPI-F (6,105;) CPHI
PHIzPilIeI. 14 1cP127/ 180.
CCm( 1,-S I'CPlIt)) *3.***

YSF.**C*:IS( PHI- )/CC
WPI"F (6,:06) A~~c
WAIrc (b,111)
w pI TF (h,1131)V), FPL 9PK 0 9 N 9IFN
WRIvC (6,107)

WklPE (&,109)
WRI-F (h,11U) rPLtTt),YS

C A4~~I4iIJA1!~ LL 'DAQ.V4ETERS AND ^ZLCUL.ATF S~lMr CJXISTANTS THAT'
C lILL 9Fi USEý) I~q THE LA~rr LqviPs

AL' 'L/YS

H%1/F PL
SCR?SSCkT(2. )
NHI a 14*SI. 2

FPlzFPL/ 1k.
DTT2-rVITV)

PaG,/f 0.5, 3.*C2) leA")
OT(:z^,T- ;r,
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O P = (; T-* 13
C MODIFY RAý41^ LIJV). CURVE FoR TtHE SPECTFiEfl PEAK LI'r), CLCULATE L'1AD
C INCREMF*'rS .j1ir12J3i:)hLZ~4 iTH, CALCULATIF THE :IUMP.ER OF
C L.04D I'"1PFFIJTS P1l A LI'IE SFGMF'IT. PRI'iT OUT ALL FrlR IRFFFiRENCE

wpv~r (6,1',3)

TT-1=0.
NJ (w .0
FP=PKP/1tiOOO.
PCwPCU(L I
Dfl 163 J=1,?0
TTD=TTr),o .O2'3

j jJ~4 1
PI:(DOZUC JJ)-PC)*FP/FAPI
PCMPCIJ(J.J)
PC4= PC*FP

PCUL(JJ)=PCM,/YS
163 WHUFr (6,116) JTTI),PCoPCMvPl;,PCU(JibPlj(j)9,'0

C READ IN) -Hr VALur OIF THC 1'rHF~sIvI OF -HE 'APE OATI'. WHICH IS USED FOR
C COWIERSIfl4.

C READ IIJ TýJE *!U'IIAFRS OIF THE TAPEi SETUP III UNIT 9 AIID *.09RFSPECTIVELY

C READ I.% 3T,W!INV 1_04.D I.4CPEME-4-1 JUmiEiR v'4 F iOING LOI)A I&*ICR4'1NT
C flUMKCR9, .'qu (Yrm-p co~rROL VIDIICF.S. CALCULATE ThE Pit! T JT L
C INDICFS9 THE trl;r OF 7HF PUI.SF7, AID T14E VAITr:AL APPLA.E) PREFSSURE Si,
C AND PPI.'1 OTJT Ff1!R RFFERFNICE,

I LPzLPI~4LI-I
I F=LB14fFEI-I
JLL=LI4JL I-I
KL=LR-l
TP=PL*DT
TE~:'M/T:)/0 .025+j.0)
KT='P+O.001
IF IKT.LT*41) .', T3 170

GL To 171
170 TI(=KT

LS=K7r*1.
KU=1
IF (KT.LF.20) Gil Tfl 16'
KT=42 -KT
KUz-1
Kf.=K(T-1

165 S1K=FL0AT(KU)*PIIfK.4)
KTU=K?4*KtJ
S!=(T;3-TK).(PCtJ(KTU)-PCU( KT) )4PCII(KTr)+SIK
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WPI'r U..,1li~) L39 LEN# ST 9SIK PTM

C IF Cn,.vPRS" I I. *" -EF,)C0, CALCULATE THE C'YJVERSIOrI Fz':TdJ FO)R THE
C STktFS~rS.

I F ( I V. E0.( ) ;J -) 159

1 9 C CN- I tr
.F Gj.~.3 C T*)164

C IF TF!S IS 7HF VFrýY FIRST RIPI, ALL STRESSES :1r) DISPLACFMIENTS ARE

C f !RST SFr F(QUAL 7P 1FU, AND) TH-E YIELD I\IDICATI[IG MATRIX IS SET TI BlE

C FLASTIC
M!O 7 J21,'I
nc 7 I121 0

MI I,]j 1-00
V .I ),J)0O.

U") 1, i 120.
V1 I!,J)=0O.

UJ~ !,- J )z0.

UCoV( ,j)=O.

VDV r IJ 1 )20.
III (I ,J I zu.
/ ! ! jI =0.0

SY(C I , J 3 =0.
SXY (!,J) :00

SXV T ( I,J)=0,.

S?(It j J =0.
7 yI?'(!,J3=-1.

RE T1 IR NJ

C REAkR4*6F :)EST1 It-I2,i JF 1,11'T ;JF TAPES ')EPE6?4UI1G 111 N TI AND NVr1)

164 IF (ijTI~r0,) Gfl T'. 173
I LL=Il or

IL'-= I LL
173 Wkl1F (h,.3e3) qjT

C IF TH1IS 1') 14 C%).!TIAJA'TI)Ii RIPI, THE STRESSES, DISPLACEME-4T5, ANJD

C YIELC .! TJ TAJRLE 'IF THE PRFCE--.I'AG RUN ARE: READ INi FROM INPUT

C A~F V FI'lI, IF '1) RE012J1flANCY ICCURRED, ARE SAVFD IN DISK

C A~! P-4~ TPV4SFrR Tfl 'UTPLJT TAPFe

IILL=SY',( 1
WRIVE (0,139) ILL
IF (I. JE. 12) G71 TO 162
WRITFI (dj T,u~rjT,UnfT,UIVTvnTVDflTVI,SXT,SYT,SXYTY!TSZ,W

162 CCU'iT I lj
C READ FR''1M DISK 1I"'TT 8 THE OFS!RE ST~q'ING STRESSES -AND DISPLACEMENTS
C F OR THE CC, I r IiUt fT0~ I 1%q'J.
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RFWI~lJ! 8

RFWf (NT,.O0 OT 7

15IF (ILLs'IE.(18-1.J) GO 1) T]9 9
NT I= 0

CEQUATE TliE CUR:RFN:T C;SPLAf.FHFITS AN-)J ST'RESSFS WITH THE I>FVIOUSLY
CSAVED DISPLI.CEt1EITS ANDI STRlFSSEC., 4KE STRESS 0o'4VFRSjr!'4 IF THF T4PE
C AT4 IB ,L'RMALIZF'i 01FF EN11TLY.,,

fie 8 Ja1,1
)fl 4 1-1,1
U(tI,,iV JT(19J)

V(I ,J)*Vr('&,J)

Vf)lt J)=4)T1( j)
IF (I'V*t'Q.O) 6i) ?D 176
SXY1( I,J)=SXYT( I ) .COIV
SYT(It,i)- SYT( 1,J)*cfliv

16 SX'(!,J)= SXTU1,J)COI

SY(Ivj)=- SVT(I,J)

8 CL %' Il140F
R ErT I JR N

99 RFTIJP1i
100 FC)lkMAIFh~.1,F6.2,3F8. 1)
101 I-CIR'A' (?F1~o.AFlo.?,EIo.2t215)
102 FOR"'A (r8.3,F12.b,216')
103 FOR"A--(iI:1q-lXvl5H'i)IL P-flPFK(TI[S)
104 Fr)RIA (23X,7"fnE'iSITY, 17X,5HPH,'I =,FIU.1 ,10H LBS/CU-F"/

I ?3X,14HPC)ISSOY4S P-ATIJ,11lX,4HPJ Z,FlO.2/
2 &23X94,4H-YCj'J'GS "OrMJUjS,12X03HE zFiO.,,4H PSI/
3 2~,1xt3wS1I-~AR M4ODI'L(JStl3X,3H2. aFlO.1,IOH L~I.-T

4 23X,929HSHEIR ,A.tVE VELOCITY C2 *tFIO.1,7H FT/SEC/
S ZAK, I4HUIL'.TA.T!0`9L fr.AVE VEL. C1 z,FIUQ,1,7H FT/SEC//)

105 FCR'A-(23X,8HC3HFSIn'N,j8x,3HS stF1.1, iCL LuSSu-FT/23X,14HFR!CrTf

106 1t)vT(21Xt29HF0RI Y!ELO CQITERIA %LPHA aE16.d/49X,3HK av(16obt

11014 LP:&/SC,-FT//)
107 FC',i".i1l"0, 1qX,2414CIMPU'. rl, L P~k.4FTER&S)
108 F1 64:-'(2?3Y, iUIISPAE MFS1I,

llf),XtiH x,F1C.'.,IH 11/23X929111ASIC TIM'E I14C,(E'ifl DT a,
.ýF!0.7,41i SEC//23X,1IH~jU'4FR iF !*!5X,1HM m914/23X,,l4jHUMF1ER~ OF J.

109 Ft.4IiA ]H(~,,19X,50HCHNA VCFRISTII Pk.OO4F'F'S FnR )-:4rj~~A;Z
I (G)

I110 fr- I 'I X,:4.4HL r"I H a F PL a ,F 10. 2 t3H IN/IJ3x tE14T I Ar TO *,Flo
1.2,414 Cf/23X,1'HSRF'S a K aF1O.2,10H LuS/SO-FT1//)

112 FfrQ"'!T (1t4///)

111 Ffi4'<"r f?1sZ9i17C4E 11144TfIJ1 )F PIJLSF vD ,rO1'4 SF,,'/
I 21X,?b4?!14E FMXi'FRI14T LPaw FOL agiIO0.31,34 I'd/
2 Z3,?44'0,'-.K PoFSrUJE OF O;ILSt- PKO' :,F0.1,10ti LkS/SC-FT/
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3 21Xt2qHL0AD BORDF'R I'4DEX-BFGP'J IB zoll0/
4 23X,?9HLJAD 'BORDER INIDEX-ErlO0 ZEN sI1//I)

115 F-URkMAT (6X,49H AT 0IMfNSIJflLESS PASI-Z LOAD D14ENSInNED
lnimpN~sI)'!F0 OIMFN4Srn'4LESS DIMENSIONILESS/105H J TIMF
2 TI' CURVE L040) CURVE LUAD I.NCRFMENT LOAD

116 FOR'1tT ( 1X,l3,Fl4.3,rF18.1,F16.3,Fl6.5,1PE19.,,E18.?,18)
111 FflckI4 (&,lij,ldX,3LHPARAM4FTERS F)R THIS PARTICUJLAR RO;4)
118 FrIR'4T tl3X,17P-STARTI'iG LIAD INCRtiF'4T NUMBER Lt3 =,16/23X0~?HI:Nr)

I I fý L14)JA01CREMENT IIIJMqER LEN =,16/23X,37HSTARkTZ'G SURFACEýPRES
2t(jRr SI =,*IPFI?.?,1lbH (0I4'iF SION4LFSS)/23,X,37iPRESSURE.. (OR L
30Av)) TiNCRF4F":T SIK cIPF17.7,1bH (DliMENSiONILESSI/23X,13HSTARTI:4
4S, Tlý"F92QXt4l-M z,OPF12.1,4H SEý//)

129 rORIIT (4,6
!IS FrR'rv%- (lO,:e,12HLAST flATA CARfl Oi THIS RUN IS---/

22',Xv7iLrB L F 11I!L.I III JLI 4!k NT2 NiT3 LPP N4T1 NTO IC~V/I

138 F JR'¶ ̂  ( IHO, I8X, IIHT ADF I'JUMBEt 16, 54H CONiTAINS THE: RESULTS OF LOA
10IJl~,Rf-4F'iT JAM~irR ILL 2/

119 Fn"m'' (?3X,1%g)
140 FuA*YT ('jFll.?)
141 FOQ"V% (*.X9141¶i
144. FrJR4A- (lHi////lHO,47X,4'.H4LJTI-WHE-EL VERTI-64L LOAD SINKAGE PREUIC

IT I O*I,',4X*4.46)

SIBFTC I'VLC'.L '494, XR7
I THIS SlRQYJl!~iF 'QFS T14E M&IN CALCULATIONS 9OF THF ITERATIONS, PRINrS
C MUT Nr~r. llSLlL'r$, A'4I SAVES RESULTS i1N TAPES,

SU3401J'I-rIF SCAIC
CO'd'AC;'/)UmMYI V,(38928)9 Ui)(38,28)t V'38,20)t UC38928),

SX(38*2d), SY(3e,28)o )XY(3fl,28)?
2 U(38,78),UDT( 38.2d),'rnDT(18v28'1, UI(3bt28),
3 VT( 38,?8),VOT(38, 28) .VOJT(38,2e), VI (36,28),
4 SXT (38,2a),SYT( Th,28),SXYT(38,Z#3),YIT(38,28),
5 SZ(38,21,), W(38.2IIR).PCU2I2),PIN(20).iNLO(30)

I i;i,,PtCýJ3,PAP,A&PLP~),SOR2,LS,'frTDtNI I.KTKUKN.WOT
i£ v,/C~r/d,LfrN, RItI ILPv IFI , :,F* JLI tJLL .Ti1,N*T2 ,T30,TntNTI t

1 'IIT,?Ju'
C THE FOL'dI-,4a %)."A STt.TF14E1fS Stb>VQLY THE V.~MI&BIE F'),kmA'S.

L17,11CL rk''r,Li.sT

3 FA'JFA$*fE 1,FX2I6HiF1O.9),bHF10.4),6HF10.3),bHFI0.2lI
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C STARTINI, "l'r- Or MIST* nUTFR LOOP, FIR CALCULATION nF EACH LOAD

C INCRF'4FNlS.

169 DO 250 ILL=L5,LEN1
LP'r=O

C STAP!I'J! Pirr )*~r ,H-r IvEOAITI' LolOP.
JAsl

6 IT=!T~l
LASr= JhFFJ*Z
D)FIJU C.
DFV-0.

C STARTVI110 P;.3l? F'IP TH'-1 L.JriP IliCREME'4r!Y,, EACH RUw G.')IiG 0jWt;WAP~f)
On0 40 J=12NI

I P zY14 1

C CALCUL% L-r ATr Et4Coi MA.SS PON'., 14- ACCELFRAT13"IS FROMl THIE ')YSIPM:

C ECUATI'I)! CF '10710j, THF PAR71CULAR E0tJ.'TIrUA TO USE DE.)Ej:,s 01 TNHE

C LOC4TIi'1 O)F T14E '?¶ASS PUTN'r.
IF (Jrr))G TI 9
Ir (T.' . i.'f;~ .E l~ GO T-) 4

SIXeO.

GO -9 5
4 IF ((.CI.kI~E.~ ~~I') G3 TO 11

SI K¶ */2.
S!YZS:/2.

11 SIX=51

5 UC9)=2.*CM4VX("Y(),JP)*SYY( I,JP)-STXJ/HHI
V00)=2.*C.c)e( YI I,JP)4SKýY( IP,JP)-STY )/HH
GC *7" 10

q UU;DC"L*(SX(IP,JP)-SX( Ij),SXYULJPI-SXY(IPJI)/IIH

V0DTCO1*(5Y I ,JPI-SY( ZP,J 3.SXY( IPJP3-SXY( I J) 1/HII

C CALCUL4TF ?T-I D1rPL4CF-'lE'JTS ANiD VELOCITIES AT TIME To -,H~~tE

C QU~pp.pTIRE f-QuJTrlnfIS.

IF GV.i. 01 Tr) 12

V(!t,i) Vb
ULU ,vJh)flB'

Vt.( 1) , )
$ 1. 14

C AVER&GE W. H THE rPISPLACF'¶E'lTS FROM THE PqECFDIjAG ITkR-ýTIJYI

12 t( I .J) )z 4( tj 1,j J ) 112o
V ! j 112 V44V( It J I3)/?.
U C( I ,.I11= (~Jj:"'4'Ir0( I .J ) 11/29
VUC T , JI=(VDFý4VoC I,J 1)/2.
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C CAL CLL "If ' -'.:SPL4.CEt4f:ýT '&fjCQFMFrTS
14 U! I: J Iz I !J ) -0( I ,J I

V 1 .) ) V 1 *.3, )-Ji I ,J)
fr f J 1 .f.I ) -1 17

Vf*r , c j iz .

17 11 F -.L!-. 2I 1 '0
C C'ILCIJL -HU Prurf rd CI#JVFRryrNfCF IF TtsF VERTICAL DISPLAC*FME4T
C KfTvjrf 1 7"!] '.')( -HL PRFCI-011jrG ITER4A!O'1. LOCATE THE LARGFST PERCEAT
C iA\O S:qr !r f- 1:1 L-7: . Rf-FFRF*4CE.

t.::z , , 'r/'I(1 A' J )-1.

! 1TO 1L

-I 7il 7
Ilia!

18 Ir (!)V.Lr.Cf-V) ,,, To 20

1 LV = I L L

I "v -

JvzJ
C CAL:.tJL.&r aIff S-I!:F.Srý5 IF THE TWOj ST~rESS POINTS 8FL.(W THE MASS PO3INT.
C 1'4.'Fr fx ~ .' WHEIC1 STRFSS P0lI'T IS BEIN4G cmnsIDERFO.
C, IC = 1 1IS TH I 'ri' 3%i T1JF A I HT
C, TC=? I S* Tt4f Y.If- JJ THF LEFT

K2

22 K?* =K-I

gý iw 2 '= -- f-'3 1) I *Ajfl.K %1IE M
C S.V[ TH94 WIr-cFSSf-c, Jf THE PkFCEDI JG 1TEu.~TIOrJ.

tX! SK'(KtL)
5Yý= SY(KI.)

C C.ILCULVF ,t4r 1*~ 4CRr-4FrJTS,

f Yz 'I r:(rL ) -VI1( KL'41 I /Hi
I )Y=C'Ii( eI,LI-U:I(KtL4)4VI(KL)-VT(KMLM) )/HH/2*

C CHrClP "4r* Y1I ULO IiiJ1C.AT!.( "'4PLC TOl nETE-R:41flE WHICH STRES-STRAI'N

IF (Y'%.'.l-C.. 4 'D.yV-S.Lr.4CC00.) GO, TO 35
C STRE!.5 1-3: r!S l:L4S-ICe

C*X(s< LI = SXTIKL ).';,.kX.EE
SY(I V LI 2 SY- (KvL I + GJ.*Y 4 FE

C P) C)11!S 'HIT !, 1IL4STTC.
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ur~sxs X4 SYS v .Y4.SXYS*EXY
5SMSPC2*( ýXS4ýYý

S J2= Sr (.XY¶,S,2c
w r S 4tif* -1 /,

~V(KL') Y-(KL )4"G*EY4FE-( SYS/SJ24BE)*WE
cjY(K,L)='$XYr(KL)+G4G*EXY-SXYS*WF/SJ2

C SO CI-F7K :F -Hr STr-rSS Pr~l"IT HAS Y!ELuEl). THIS IS D)U'4 ON1LY FOR THE
C FVJ IL TV!U'.X-IihI. JA Pil"EX CONITROLS THE EAfTKY.

'50 IF %.TLIS71 r,) TO 64
C CALCULV' %"[ Y~rLO FIVICT!UI

SJ=-CjF(SX(K,L',SY(KL),S1ZSXY(KLfl
FC \P*S.D 'ýJ-1*

C CHEC-IF r IjC VH~L) I:U1Crl~th IS GREATER THAN THE TrILERA'4CE ABOVE ZFR%',
C A'jD NMAKv '10;: APwi'-lPklTF ':H4'E IN THE YIELD INUICATI'iG T.AdLF

IF WF'0.0-.0~15) 13 "!'1 5Sj
Ir (YI%'-.Lr.r.) C(j ; 53
IF tr G7,-,,",,njs) ;' TUj 59j

53 IF (Fu; ~ 7; 1 61,
Y:Zrc
IF ('GO)Yl=-IO.-FC

C 55 STI~r"S 301AT Wir) YIELDFD* CHANJGE CY'3''ROL INDEX-TO SAVE DATA OF THIS
C Lii'LD !p':RAP, Cli TADE. CHAAGIE THE F'.RMAT OF 7HE YIELD) INOIC4TI.'IG
C 7P.I3LF: Wii ,' 00IT.

55 if r : r 4-, GI T) 14
IF (L~v.'1F*I) 13,1 TO 'li'

LPI Pz :?f
F kY ( 3 )z =F X

C CHECK F..': 0 U lA~I
56 lC=SX(I<,L .r"(4SY(K,L).FY4SXY(KL).F.XY

IF (vV.L7.-tcI2"i GO ¶QO 57
If (:.;T*-.IT R. ~YITS*LT.40COC. I GO To 58

51 LJPL=I.
C CALCUL'týF Tit'- ST.-IFS! C:Y'FCrCIn);4 FACTnR.

158 SSPz(I.-?,*,DSS)4*?
,_ JS=1S..5 J
PF.=(SJE-So-LP)/(2.*SJS,12.*AiP.SSP)

R T1 -PHI
FCJ=A:'.-tL0(ooO.FCi
IF (F?^.L.*O.) FCJ=20000.-FCJ
y I rC.j4%..-
I F (11PL. G;r.O - Y!=YI*40000*

C SýRFS! Ci;4arC.1w. is mAclE By THE FOLLOMAG STATEMF'7JTS ONLY IF THE
C YIFLD F'lN4rýT.- le~ IC Gr&Tr THt.N*, A TJLERAAJCE.

,,r rsL.ooJ)GJ TO 64
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F1VY( 3)=
!.X(K,L) = SX(KPL )*RAT4P4'K
SY (K, L)= SY (K, L 3 .AT PAK

SXY(K,L)=SXY(K#L).,RAT
64 IF ( F RT) 001 TO 66

IF (LýST) Y!r?(KtL)=YT
iF r .C2 Gil TO 67

66 K z
Ir=,
"G I Z22

67 If (K.-AF.2) GO TO RO
C SET 5YM'AF;--;Y CO-'In'!*IrflNS AT AXIS OF SYCMMETRY.

SY(1 ,L)2SX(2tL)
SX(.,L)=SY(2qL)
SXY( 1,L)=SXY12#L)
IF (LtST) YI1(lL[-Yl

8o CCtjI rpUE
IF (1TeLE,2) GU T9 6
WH~ITE (6,143) DFIJILII,!TUIUJU,-DFVILV,ITV,!VJV
I F ( L "ST Gil TO 85

C CHECK IF THF CO'iVFRGF'ICIE IS GelelD ENOUGH. RETUR'4 TO CALCULATE AN~OTHER
C ITERATION 'IF \101 ACCURATE ENOUGH.

IF ((CFtJ.GT.O.oO2.O.oDFVGT.O.OO2).A4DOIT.LT.7) GO TO 6
C IF ,!.CCIJDATF FAJIJGH, ADJUST JA INDEX 41D CALCULATE FINAL ITERATION.

JAZ2
GC TO0 b

C THE FCLLr1WP'JG LJOP S4VES ALL THE DISPL4CEM1E4TS A'IO STRESSES FOR THE
C CALCULA!11Th OF THE JFXT TIME I'4CREME'lTo
C WITHIN THIS LI)OP, THF VERTICAL 1DISPLACE'MF4TS AND0 STRESSFS ARE ALSO
C CALCULA"EP F14M 7HE D!AGOn'AL DISPLAEMENITS AN~D STRESSES.

i85 00 10 J 1 t.A
DO, (10 l=IPM

UT(.,Jl: tJ(!,J)
V-(I,Jl= V(IJ)
UD)T(!J)= 1-10(19J)
V"T(!,J3= VD(I,J)
W(IJ):(U(IJ)4V(IpJ))*1.0E06/SQR2

IF (J.,(.J.i) Gol To 89
IF G9C.EIO.IL.B.~.B'F1) (r TO 87
SzU ,,.)=ST*100.
CIL. 10 90

87 SzU!,l)=0.
GL 70 90

89 SXI(I,J)z SX(T,J)
syV(ItJ)= SY(I1,J)

SXYTCIJ)z SXV(I,J)
S'(I,J)3=A(Sx(Ij)+SY(I,Jfl/2.+SXY(I,JP3*lCO.

90 CL'NPI:IJE
C IF THE EN'ý OF A I I4ENR SEGMFAT IF THE LJAD CUIVE IS kEACHED, SIK IS
C CHANGEfl T1 rHE APPLIED DRFSSURE IA4C MF17EA OF THE 1'IEXT LPI*FAR SEGM1ENT.

IF (!LL.LT.oLS) GOl TO 182
IF ( ILL.;F.jlr)34T .IO TO 179
LSzLS+!d A
KT=IKT4KU
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IF WKTNE,211 GO rTO 178
K N -a, I
KUM-,.

178 VN-Ký!4KLI
S IKzFLIIA %(Kt0*P IMI(Kl)
SI SPCIJ(KT)
GO ~O182

C I9 IF k'r)F T14F L'J~r) CkJRVr flCCURS, THE SURFACE PRESSUOF IS NO
C LCNGCR !ICREMF,*ITErl.

179 ST=0.
SI Ký0.

182 C ( -I %IJE
If (L-'P*LT.2) GO TO IRS

C THE ZýTRFSSFS AN'1) CISPLACEIIE4TS, nF THE L9A;J INCREMFNI 1:4 WHICH THE
C FIRST PLASTiC POINT -ICCRS ARr- SAVED ON THE OUTPUT TAPE.

LPD-10
Wk'.'r: (6,125) ILLIT
WRIVF (b,119)
LP!T I
GOl -0 245i

C PRIN~T '11.T -rliC VFR-IC,,L STRESSFS AND 11SPLACEME-NTS IN THE REGION UNDER
C THF LriAnFr 4FFA FUR 40nlTflRIAG THE CO3MPUTER RUN.

193 ir (ILL.L-T.ILPI G;O -( 240
C SELFC-41"N OF rop".AT FnR THE PRINT OUT.

!F (K((!-,fL.1.)GO TO 209
II- ( G(? F, 1 .T10) C) TO 2U8
FV3S(3) =F-X4
Gri 71) 212

208 F VS (3)=F Xf,
GC 'rfi 212

209 FFS(31=FX6
212 Ir (M½V(W( IB~411)).LT, 100.) G,) TLI 218

IF- (flRS(;K(IB4jqj)).LT.1000O.) GO TO) 21h
F wW( 3)2F.X2
GG) "l 21b

216 FV.W(3)=FX4
GC TC Zili

218 FV-o(3)=i-X6
238 COlN-! ul

JF=1?
I Lt I LP. iLl

239 Wkdlr (6,125) lLL,ITTM,(J9JxJB,JE)
W;.IrF (f, ,FMS) (J,( S?(TJ),I=JBJE),J=1,Nl)
WR1VF (6,126) !LLITTM, (JJ-JB,JE)
WRITr (6, FMW) (J,( W(ItJ),IxJt3,JE),.J=1v,J)
WFIVr (6,136) ILL,ITTA, (JJ=JR,JE)

I F ( ILL. 'I.F ) GO T'-, 2140
J B~=13
Jr=24
Ie:!F41E I
GCl -C 219
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C THE It' !)FX JLL CnNTROLS THE SAVING OF THE RESULTS OF A P4RTICULAq
C L0'%fl I ICRFM'E*I' ONi THE OUITPUT TAPE Fý-1R LATER RFFtrEN'CE* THE
C 1P.TrRVA-L IS GIVEN by JI!. THE RESULTS OF THE LAST LUAU INCRFEMET
C IS A~LSOi SAVFn FOR THE CONTIN-UATIfON PUN.0

240 IF (ILL.NIE.JLL.AJO).!TImE(,NT).GT.1O) GO TO 250
245 AT1 2'!'14 1

NLOIT1) =ILL
SXT( l,1)=TrM
SYT (1,1)=ILL
JTM--ITIAF(%Tl
WRI'r (N)J) UTUrlT,uDnTUIVTVOTVODTVI ,SXTSYTSXYTY TSZ,W
IF (LPT.FQ.1) GO TO 185S
IF (JTM.LT.10) GO TO 99
JLL=JLL4JLI

250O SI=SI.SIK
NT ? zN"I
WPV-E (6,138) NO0T
00 205 I=1,N147

205 WPIVE (6,1319) ALM IC
C THE RF-S(ILTS F-IROM ?rHE INPUT TrAPE SAVE:) Iil UNIT 8 IS 7rRA'JSFt-ERRED TO THE
C OUTPUT 'rAPF BEHIID0 WHF !)IJPUT OF THIS RUfN.

IF (NT3.FQ.0) Gn1 TO 199
DO 210 1=10'3
REA0 ( IT I) UJT,UDET,UDIPT,UI,VT,VD!,VPOT,VISXTsyr,SxYT,YIT,SZW
MT I = Y 14 1
ILL=SYr( 1,1)
wPITE W-41) UT,LJDTUOOT,ý!J!VT,VDT,VDDTtvI ,SXT,SYTSXYTYITSZW
WRIVF (6,139) ILL
IF (17IMF(.NT)9LT.3) GO Trl 199

210 CONTIN.UE
19)9 !lTlzSNT1

LEN=Lr'J, 1
ICV=0
WFkIF (6,137) LEN, ILI, IFI,JLI,N'TI,NiT2,N'TILPP,iT I'r~tI tICV

99 R fTOJR'l
119 FOR'I'AT (3Xt23HSTRFSS POI!4T IS PLASTIC//)
125 FOR"47 (431H1VIFRT!CAL STRESS DISTRIaIJTI0A (SZ~l00.) 4 T ILL ,I%,,

16H, I- =91399H, TIME 2=,FlO.6,5H SEC//1X,19,11I1O//)
126~ FCR'4ý. (59H1VFRTICAL OISPLACEME"IT DISTRIt3LJTIONl (w*1O*OE 06) AT IL

1L 2,150bH, IT =91398H, TIME vtF1Oobt5H SEC//1Xtl9oliI10//)
136 FORMA- (40111YIELP IN!ICTINIG TABLE (VIT) AT ILL :,15,6H, IT z

1I398H, TIME 2,F1O.6,5H SEC//1K,19,11I1O//)
137 FOR"A' (lHO,3X,71HFOR COnJTINUING RUN, UPILY NEFD TO CHANGE THE LAST

1 C.'4Qfl !AS FOILLOWS--Il
21IX957HLK L El ILI IF! JLINl NTI IT 2 NT3 LPP N TI NTO icv//

138 F01,4%V ( lr40,18X(,11HTAPE '41JP4ER,I6954H CON-AI'IS THE RESULTS OF LOA
10) !1 'WEMENT NUMBER ILL uI

139 FOIAA'k- (23X,15)
142 FrC1'4"A (r8.,lFlZ,8)
143 Ff*,Rm4' (2X,2(F20.8,418))

E Nr
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THE FOLLnWt1!J !3 A S AMPLE SrT OF INPUT 341A FIR THE PRGAM

Sn)AT A
SPACING F~4CU.49 .4=4.65

130.0- 0.45 89')(),0 2000 , r 1510)
0.05 12.0 24600.0 560CF-05 11 15

3.00 6oz5F-05 3b 28
coo -20.U -110.0 -?70.0 -580.0

-1050.0 -1730.0 -2630.0 -3750.0 -4890.0
-5890,n -h670olU -7540.0 -8190.0 -8130.0
-9170.0 -9500.0 -9740.0 -9900.0 -91410.0

-10000.0n
400a00 500o eUG

1910 244S
1. 5(l 5 10 s0 0 0 0 1 9ý 10 0

SEOF
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

AL Lame constant (I) in psf; later becomes dimensionless
(X /k)

AP Soil parameter (a')

BE A variable in the plastic relation related to the stress
invariants (B)

C Cohesion (c) in psf

CT The value of the cohesion of the saved data on tape; used
in conversion

C l Dilatational wave velocity in fps

CZ Shear wave velocity in fps

DFU,DFV The value of the maximum percent convergence of U and
V displacements between successive iterations among
all the mass points

DT Time increment (At) in seconds

DTT Dimensionless time increment (-Lt

DU, DV Percent convergence of the U and V displacements
between successive iterations

EX, EY, EXY Strain increments (&OF ,A( and Ay ) at time t

FC Yield function

FP Load curve adjustment factor

FPL Width of loaded area (a) in inches; later becomes in feet

G Shear modulus (G) in psf; later becomes dimensionless
(G/k)

H Grid size, the distance between mass points (h) ir
inches; later becomes dimensionless (h/a)

I Index in the horizontal direction (i)

IB I-index of the mass point at the beginning of the loaded
area

IC Index for controlling the particular surrounding stress
point to be calculated

IEI The number of load increments skipped in the printout
for the whole region

IEN I-index of the mass point at the end of the loaded area
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ILI The number of load increments skipped in the printout
for a limited region

ILP Index for controlling which load increment is to be printed
out

IT Iteration index

3 Index in the downward direction (j)

JA Index for controlling, during the final iteration, the
entry to program for checking if the stress point has
yielded

KT Index for indicating the particular linear segment of the
load curve that is being considered

LB Starting load increment number for the particular
computer run

LEN Ending lead increment number for the particular
computer run

M The number of grid points in the horizontal direction

N The number of grid points in the downward direction

NIN The number of load increments in a linear segment of
the load curve

P A constant in the plastic relation (Q)

PCU Magnitude of the applied pressure after each linear
segment of the load curve

PH Stress correction factor (ri)

PHI Frictional angle (6) in degrees; later becomes in radians

PIN Applied pressure increment within each linear segment

PKP Peak load of load pulse in psf

PO Poisson's ratio (v)

RAT Stress correction factor (1-p )

RHO Weight density (r) in lb/ft3

SI The current applied surface pressure that is prescribed
at the fictitious stress points

SIK The particular applied pressure' incremrent being considered

Si Second stress invariant of the stress tensor (J)

SS First stress invariant of the stress tensor (I)

SX. SY, SXY Normal and shear stresses in the (". I directions
( , 1o) at time t
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SXS, SYS, The stresses of the previous iteration at the surrounding
SXYS stress point being considered

SXT, SYT, Normal and shear stresses in the (lC) directions
SXYT (0 T1, I , T C) at time t-At

SZ Vertical normal stress ( z) x 10 ; use for printout
purpose

SZZ Normal stress in the direction normal to (ri, C)

TD Time duration of the load pulse (td) in seconds

TM Time in seconds (t)

TTD Dimensionless time (t/t d) at the end of each linear
segment of the load curve

U, UD, UDD Displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the n-direction
(u, ii, U) at time t

UI Displacement increment (Au) in the -n -direction at time t

UPL A variable for indicating unloading; UPL = -1.0 is not
loading and UPL = 1.0 is unloading

UT, UDT, Displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the n-direction
UDDT (u, h, U) at time t-At

V, VD, VDD Displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the C-direction
(v, ir, V) at time t

VI Displacement increment (Av) in the C-direction at time t

VT, VDT, Displacement, velocity, and acceleration (v, 'i, V) at
VDDT time t-At

6
W Vertical displacement (w) x 10 , use for printout purpose

WO Incremental plastic work done (AW)

WR A reference plastic work done

YI Yield indicating table at time t

YIT Yield indicating table at time t-At

YS Yield stress in shear (d) in psf
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APPENDIX IV

MULTIPLE WHEEL VERIFICATION TESTS

Soil Tests and Preparation



Classification

Both of the soils selected for 'he test program have been used

extensively by WES in previous mobility studies and the classification

properties have been reported previously. For comparison purposes,

the grain size distribution and limits properties are given for the buck-

shot clay in Figure 59, and the grain size distribution for the mortar

sand is shown in Figure 60.

California Bearing Ratio

The CBR is a plate bearing test using a three-square inch piston

which is penetrated continuously into the soil to a depth of one-half inch

while continuously recording the load resistance with depth. AnnulLr

surcharge weights are placed around the piston prior to its penetratio:l.

The ratio of the load at 0. 1 inch penetration to that load t;upp.;rted Iw a

standard well graded crushed gravel multiplied by 100 is defined as the

CBR of the soil.

Cone Penetrometer Resistance

The mobility cone penetrometer is a rcd device having a thirty

degree cone tip and has a cross section ba.;e area of 0. 1 square inch.

The shaft is narrowed above the cone to mnimi;?t the friction between

the side of the shaft and the hole. The cone penetrometer, which is

pushed into the soil at a standard rate, meastu.res the resistance to

penetration (Cone Index) in pounds pcr square inch. The Cone Index

is a measure of soil shear strength and its variation with depth. The

CI value is usually given as the average re istance over the first 6"

of depth.

Tabl, 'q gives the cone index va.lu's taken in the tire ruts after

one pass u, th. tst carriage. For tandt-r. -tra cking tests, the rut was

was f:.rii'vd by both tir...; and the strength value given represents the

after tes" s,,il strength caused by !%,, passes of a tire. For the twin

1 t-.
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and tandertm- ont racking tests, the value given represents only one pass

soil strength alteration. Also included in this table is the before traffic

CI values and the high and low value of all the tests to indicate the soil

bed uniformity. As noted previously, the CI indicates that the valuesavg

given are an average of at least five separate tests.

Triaxial Tests

Undrained, unconfined triaxial tests were run on undisturbed clay

specimens taken from the test soil carts for the soil conditions of CI=20.

The triaxial specimens with zero confining pressure were approximately

1. 75 inches in diameter by 4. 5 inches high. Each test specimen was

extruded from a piston type soil sample similar to shelbytube samples.

Only the specimen ends needed trimming before testing. The results of

the unconfined tests are plotted in Figure 61.

Triaxial tests were also conducted on air dried samples of the

mortar sand. The specimen size was 2. 8 inches in diameter by6. 0 inches

high and the samples were prepared to a unit weight of 98. 0 pcf * 1. 0 pcf

which was the average soil unit weight in the soil carts for the CI=40

test condition. The results of the triaxial tests on the sand are shown in

Figure 62.

Soil Preparation

The buckshot clay was processed, placed, and compacted at

predetermined moistures and densities corresponding to the desired soil

strength. The soil is first passed through a roller crusher and then

placed in a pug mill where the soil-water mixing takes place at a selected

moisture content. The soil is then placed in the soil carts in 6 inch

layers with each layer compacted by pneumatic tired rollers. Previously

developed empirical relationships between buckshot clay moisture content

and compactive effort permitted the soil to be placed near the design soil

conditions.
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The mortar sand was prepared in an air dried condition. Different

soil strengths were achieved by varying the density of placement of the

soil. The sand was placed in uniform layers which were screened and

vibrated on the surface as the filling progressed. Empirical relationships

between the thickness of layer, vibratory effect, and soil density permitted

the sand •o be placed near the design soil conditions.

Test Procedures

The test procedures for running a single test in sand are:

(1) Loosen sand section by plowing

(2) Check weakened state by Cone Index tests

(3) Vibrate sand to desired soil strength

(4) Check strength by Cone Index tests

(5) Take final soil strength and surface elevation profile

(6) Calibration checks between recording station and computer

(7) Make a test run without load on test tires (in-air run)

(8) Load tire and check inflation pressure and deflection

(9) Run test

(10) Take post test soil strength and rut depth profile.

The test procedure for running a test in clay differs from the sand

only in soil preparation techniques. The clay test bed has to be prepared

at least ten days in advance of a test so that the water content of the clay

will stabilize as described above. The only preparation needed to run a

test after the soil bed has been constructed involves smoothing the soil

surface and measuring the soil strength and surface profiles. Steps (7)

through (10) are then completed as in sand. Preparation for succeeding

tests in the same clay soil bed can involve re-rolling and smoothing the

soil surface. In both the sand and clay test procedure, a test is not run

unless the desired soil strength and uniformity is attained during the

preparation stages.
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Sinkage Measurement

The sinkage measurement determined for each clay test is the

result of the use of deflection pins which were developed in previous

testing programs such as the C-SA program. The devices consist of a

flat circular plate (2" diameter) and a short 1/4" diameter rod, pointed

on one end. Before each test, a rod is penetrated into the soil and then

the flat plate is placed on top of the pin flush to the soil surface in the

tire path. After the test, the differential movement of the pin and plate

is the value of the elastic sinkage (rebound). Normally, the pin does

not rebound with the soil, but the flat plate normally does.
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APPENDIX V

WES BRAKING TEST DATA

SAND AND CLAY
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APPENDIX VI

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON TIRE/SOIL INTERACTION

RESEARCH REPORTS AND

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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A summary listing is given -)n the following pages of each report

and each computer program c.evelc'p,-d by the University of Dayton under

Air Force iponsorship (Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Vehicle

Equipment Division) in the research program, "Landing Gear/Soils

Interaction and Flotation Criteria. "

The computer programs are available for use by other organizations

with Air Force permission. Additional information may be secured by

contacting:

Dr. David C. Kraft
Dept. of Civil Engineering and Research Institute
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio 45409

Mr. George J. Sperry
Project Engineer, Vehicle Equipment Divis,on (AFFDL/FEM)
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

LANDING GEAR/SOILS INTERACTION AND FLOTATION CRITERIA
PUBLICATIONSp AND REPORTS

Kraft, David C., Analytical Landing Gear-Soils Interaction, Phase I,
AFFDI.-TR-68-88, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air F7orce Base, Ohio, August 1968.

Kraft, David C., Preliminary -ngle Wheel Relative Merti Index,
UDRI-TR-69-16, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio, May 1l69.

Kraft, David C., Flotation Performance of Aircraft Tirýs nn S39t1 Runway,.
Journal of Terramechani,:s, Vol. 6, No. 1. 1969.

Kraft, D. C. ; Luming, H. ; Hoppenjans, J. R., Aircra•i Landiing Geir-
Soils Interaction and Fvtation Criteria, Phase IL. AFFDL-TR-609-7h.
Air Force Flight Dy:•"rics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AF.3. COhio,
November 1969.

Luming, Henry, F r-t. Element Apprkach tu Axisyniri,_.-at. D*;,a-. S,
Def(rmations, Sympobium vn Application of rinite Eletoen. \tho, in
Civil Engineering, ".anderbilt Univkvrsi•. Nash-x-ilir, Tenressee, NovVmL,.r.
1969.
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f/

Kraft., David C., Liguori, Albert E., Hoppenjans, J. Richard, Twin-
Vertical Plate Verification Tests, Test Report, UDRI-TR-70-27, University
of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio, May, 1970.

Luming, Henry, Multiwheel Vertical Pulse Load Analytical .Sinkage
Prediction Technique and Computer Program, UDRI-TR-70-22, University
of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton. Ohio, May, 1970.

Luming, Henry, Analytical Aircraft Landing Gear-Soil Interaction -
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LANDING GEAR/SOILS INTERACTION AND FLOTATION CRITERIA
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Title of Computer Program: Transient Loading-Sinkage Analysis, Com-

puter Program - l

Brief Description: The computer program calculates the instantaneous

(time-dependent) sinkage into a soil medium of a rolling aircraft

tire. The rolling aircraft tire loading is simulated as a dynamic

pulse loading applied in a vertical direction through a mass at the

interface. The duration of the pulse is varied to simulate different

forward velocities of the tire. The soil medium is assumed to be

elastic and the load is applied as a uniform pressure over a

circularly loaded area. The input parameters are the magnitude of

the mass, shape of load pulse, duration of pulse, radius of loaded

area, intensity of pressure, soil density, and soil shear modulus.

Computer Language: Fortran IV - (IBM)

F.guipment: The computer program was originally written for use on the

IBM 7094 at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio.
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Reference: Kraft, David C., "Analytical Landing Gear-Soils Interaction-

Phase I," AFFDL-TR-68-88, Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-

tory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, August 1968.

Title of Computer Program: Flotation Index-Operations Inuex, Computer

Program -2

Brief Description: The computer program calculates the flotation capacity

of single and multiple wheel landing gear configurations for operation

on unprepared (soil) runways. The flotation capacity is expressed

by the Flotation Index (FI) and Operations Index (01) which are

calculated based on sinkage and drag. The FI is the drag ratio of

a given aircraft based on specified operating conditions. The 01 is

the ratio of sinkage to load at the same operating conditions.

Current program results include flotation ratings of all currently

used aircraft tires on cargo, bomber, and fighter type aircraft.

These results permit aircraft designers to select tires and landing

gear configurations for optimum flotation (minimum drag). Program

was revised 6-70.

Computer Language: Fortran IV - (IBM)

Equipment: The computer program was originally written for use on the

IBM 7094 at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio.

Reference: Kraft, David C., Luming, Henry, and Hoppenjans, J. R.,

"Aircraft Landing Gear-Soils Interaction and Flotation Criteria -

Phase II," AFFDL-TR-69-76, Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, November 1969.

Title of Computer Program: Sinkge Wheel Stationary Pulse Load-Sinkage

Prediction, Computer Program - 3

Brief Description: This computer program calculates the instantaneous

sinkage into a soil medium caused by a rolling aircraft tire. The
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interface contact of the rolling tire is simulated by a stationary

circular surface contact pressure which is uniform over the con-

tact area and varies with time in the form of a pulse. The mag-

nitude of the pressure changes in the same manner as the pressure

experienced by a soil particle near the surface of the soil as the

tire rolls over it. The soil is assumed to be an elastic-plastic

material with elastic deformation governed by Hooke's law, the

plastic deformations governed by an incremental stress-strain

relation which is based on the normality flow rule, and the plastic

yielding governed by the Drucker-Prager yield criterion with no

strain-hardening. The input soil parameters are the density, the

Young's modulus, the cohesion, and the friction angle. The

numerical method used in solving the boundary value problem is

the lumped parameter iteration method. This method uses an

axisymmetric lumped parameter model to approximate the con-

tinuous medium and an iterative procedure to calculate the dis-

placements and the stresses at the discrete points of the model.

Computer Language: Fortran IV - (IBM)

Equipment: This computer program was originally written for use on the

IBM 7094-DCS at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio. It has a

32K-word core capacity.

Reference: Kraft, David C., Luming, Henry, and Hoppenjans, J. R.,

"Aircraft Landing Gear-Soils Interaction and Flotation Criteria -

Phase II", AFFDL-TR-69-76, Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, November 1969.

Title of Computer Program: Rolling Single Whecl Sinkage Prediction,

Computer Program - 4

Brio' Description: This computer program calculates the instantaneous

sinkage into a soil medium caused by a rolling aircraft tire. The
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interface contact of the rolling tire is simulated by a surface contact

pressure which is applied uniformly over an area equivalent to the

tire footprint area and is moved across the surface at the aircraft

horizontal ground velocity. The magnitude of the uniform pressure

increases over a finite rise time from zero to a pressure equal to

the vertical tire load divided by the contact area. The soil medium

is assumed to be an elastic-plastic material with elastic deformations

governed by Hooke's law, the plastic deformations governed by an

incremental stress-strain relation which is based on the normality

flow rule, and the plastic yielding governed by the Drucker-Prager

yield criterion with no strain-hardening. The input soil parameters

are the density, the Young's modulus, the cohesion, and the friction

angle. The numerical method used in solving the boundary value

problem is the lumped parameter iteration method. This method

uses a three-dimensional lumped parameter model to approximate

the continuous medium and an iterative procedure to calculate the

displacements and stresses at the discrete points of the model. An

inp-,t-output scheme is also used for utilizing the limited core

capacity for the three dimensional problem.

Computer Language: Fortran IV-(IBM)

Equipment: This computer program was originally written for use on the

IBM 7094-DCS at Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio. It has a

32K-word core capacity.

Reference: Luming, H., "Analytical Landing Gear-Soil Interaction - Phase

II, Rolling Single Wheel Analytical Sinkage Prediction Technique and

Computer Program," AFFDL-TR-70-142, Air Force Flight

Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio, September 1q70.

Title of Computer Program: Multiwheel Stati-lary Pulse Load Sinkage

Prediction, Computer Program - 5
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Brief Description: This computer program calculates the instantaneous

sin kage into a soil medium caused by a pair of rolling twin aircraft

tires. If the sinkages for various twin-wheel spacings were cal-

culated and compared with the corresponding single-wheel sinkage,

, twin wheel effects of aircraft landing gear configurations could be

obtained for use in flotation studies. The interface contacts of the

rolling twin tires are simulated by two stationary surface pressure

strips which are uniformly distributed and vary with time in the

form of a pulse. The magnitude of the pressure changes in the same

manner as the pressure experienced by a soil particle near the

surface of the soil as the tire rolls over it. The soil is assumed

to be an elastic-plastic material with elast.c deformations governed

by Hooke's law, the plastic deformations governed by an incremental

stress-strain relation which i3 based on the normality flow rule,

and the plastic yielding governed by the Drucker-Prager yield

criterion with no strain-hardening. The input soil parameters are

the density, the Young's modrtlcs, the cohesion, and the friction angle.

The numerical method used in solving the boundary value problem is

the lumped parameter iteration method. This method uses a plane-

strain two dimensional lumped parameter model to approximate the

continuous medium and an iterative procedure to calculate the dis-

placements and stresses at the discrete points of the model.

Computer Language: Fortran IN -(IBM)

Equipment: This computer program was originally written for use on the

IBM 7094-DCS at Wright-Patterson AFB. Dayton, Ohio. It has a

32K-word core capacity.

Reference: Luming. Henry, "Multiwheel Landing Gear-Soil Interaction -

Phase III, Multiwheel Vertical Pulse Load Analytical Sinkage Pre-

diction Technique and Computer Program." R&D Computer Program

Report. Report No. UDRI-TR-70-22. University of Dayton Research

Institute, Dayton. Ohio. May 1970.
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